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Love at First Hoot: Rice
Couples. In honor of Valentine's Day, SALLYPORT takes
a look at the many Rice
graduates who are married to fellow alums and how their common
experience brought them together.

4

Professor Campbell,the
Snail, and the Problem
of Nitrogen, by B.C.
Robison. A profile of James
W. Campbell of the Department of
Biology, one of the senior professor/researchers at Rice, and how
the lowly Moroccan snail led him to
important discoveries about nitrogen metabolism in animals.

8

Newswork: An Interview with Bill Broyles,
by Virginia Hines. In
his first interview since
he became editor-in-chief of Newsweek in September, Bill Broyles '66
discusses editing, his career in journalism, the core curriculum question, and some thoughts on his new
magazine.
In Memoriam: George R. Brown,18981983. With the death
of George R. Brown
'20 on January 22, Rice lost one of
the most energetic and visionary
leaders and benefactors in the history of the university. SALLYPORT
looks back over the history of
Brown's life, his career, his philanthropy, and his involvement
with Rice, which was crucial in the
formation of the university's modern profile.
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Lane; Patti Shelton Simon '65; Charles
Szalkowski '70; Ed Jennings '48; Paul
Pfeiffer; John Boles '65; John King '67; Julie
Williams Itz '72; Brent Breedin.
Rice University Alumni Governors: David
Farnsworth '42; William McCardell '48;
Taylor Ray '59.
SALLYPORT is sent free to all university
alumni, parents of university students, and
supporters of the university.
William Marsh Rice University offers equal
opportunity to all applicants without regard to
race, color, sex, age, national or ethnic origin,
or physical handicap.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Continuing studies
The Office of Continuing Studies and Special
Programs offers language courses designed
to develop conversational skills in Spanish,
French, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, German, Italian, and Arabic. Daytime courses in
intensive English as a second language are
offered at nine levels of proficiency. For more
information call 527-8101, ext. 3791 or 3792.
Also offered through Continuing Studies are
courses in literature, the arts, science, photography, and computers for the beginner and
the specialist, as well as a wide range of professional courses. For more information and a
free brochure call 527-4803.
The Office of Executive Development of the
Jones School offers a series of one- and twoday seminars designed to help executives and
managers of small- to medium-sized businesses improve their knowledge of finance, accounting, computers, and productivity. There
is a charge for all classes. For information or
to be placed on the mailing list, call (713)
527-9651 or 527-8101, ext. 3232.
Feb. 19
"Financing Your Business'
Feb. 22
"The U.S. Economy in Transition"
Feb. 25-26 "The Computer Resource: Understanding and Managing Its
Use"
Mar. 1-2
"Strategic Planning"
Mar. 5 and "How to Market"
Mar. 7-8
Mar. 11-12 "How to Buy a Business"
Mar. 17-18 "Using Accounting Information in Making Economic Deci• sions"
Mar. 25-26 "How to Negotiate''
Apr. 12,13 "Executive Communications"

Mar. 17

"The Grand Domestic Revolution: Feminist Designs for
American Homes, Neighborhoods, and Cities," Delores
Hayden, Rayzor Hall 110
"'Crickets' Laughter, Thunder's Tongue': Feminist Criticism Today," Catharine Stimpson, Sewall Hall 301
"Sex and Evolution: A Female's Point of View," Sarah
Blaffer-Hrdy, Sewall Hall 301

Mar. 25

Apr. 6

Other upcoming public lectures on campus
include the following:
Feb. 23
"The Newtonian Revolution in
Science," I. Bernard Cohen,
Victor S. Thomas professor of
the history of science at Harvard University, 301 Sewall
Hall, 8:00 P.M., first annual
Bochner Lecture sponsored by
Scientia, an institute for the
history of science and culture
founded by the late Salomon
Bochner.
Mar. 9
"African Art in its Context,"
Roderick J. McIntosh, 7:30
P.M., Sewall Hall 301, sponsored by the Institute for the
Arts
Mar. 22
Archbishop Jean Jadot, 8 P.M.,
Rice Memorial Chapel. The
Vatican's official representative in the U.S. speaks on the
subject of the Church's relationship to all non-Christian
religions.

SALLYPORT is published in September, November, February, April, and June by the Association of Rice Alumni.
Officers of the association: President,
Catherine Coburn Hannah '43; Past President, Steve Shaper '58; President Elect, Joe
Reilly '48; First Vice-President, Louis Spaw
'40; Second Vice-President, Carl Morris '76;
Treasurer, Kay Dobelman '46; Executive
Director, Kathryn Alcorn Duffle '51.
Association Committee on Publications:
Chairman, Harry Holmes '66; W. W. Akers;
Bill Ballew '40; Gilbert Cuthbertson; Neal

Mar. 29
Apr. 4
Apr. 5
Apr. 6
Apr. 7
Apr. 8
Apr. 10
Apr. 12
Apr. 13

Houston Symphony Orchestra
Tokyo String Quartet
Esprit, Messiaen: "Quartet
for the End of Time," Members Muir Quartet, Rice Memorial Chapel
New England Conservatory of
Music Choir, Rice Memorial
Chapel
Frances Bible, mezzo-soprano
Shepherd School Symphony
Orchestra
Shirley Trepel, cello;
John Hendrickson, piano
Mary Norris, piano
Young Alumni Concert; Lovie
Smith, percussion
Percussion Ensemble
Shepherd Singers, Rice Memorial Chapel
Phyllis Curtin, soprano
Houston Concert Band
SYZYGY: John Cage Birthday
Party
Rice Chorale

ART
Feb. 8 —
Mar. 2

Proposals for Hermann Park,
Farish Gallery, 12 N. — 5 P.M.
Mon.-Sun.
The Art of Metal in Africa,
Sewall Gallery, 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Tues. - Sat; 12N. - 6 P.M. Sun.
Black Folk Art in America:
1930-1980, Rice Museum; 10
A.M. - 5 P.M. Tues. - Sat. 12N. 6 P.M. Sun.

THEATER
The Rice Players presents Bodies by James
Saunders at 8:00 P.M. in Hamman Hall, March
22-27. For more information call 527-4027.
The Wiess Tabletop Theatre presents Chicago, a musical by Kander, Eb, and Bob Fosse,
at 8:00 P.M., March 17-19 and 23-26. For
information call 527-8101, ext. 2308.
Mar. 22-26

411110

Women's Lecture Series, 8:00 P.M.
Mar. 11
"Women, Domestic Fiction,
and the Romance: Feminist
Scholarship's Challenge to the
Literary Canon," Jan Radway,
Sewall Hall 301

Mar. 27
Mar. 28

Mar. 4May 15

The Merry Wives of Windsor,
Baker College Commons, 8:00
P.M. $3 students, $4 nonstudents. Call 661-7477 for reservations.

MUSIC

LECTURES

The 1983 Rockwell Lectures will be given by
Roland E. Murphy, 0. Carm., George Washington Ivey Professor of Biblical Studies at
Duke University. Series topic is "Ecclesiastes's Dialogue with Israel's Traditional
Wisdom."
Mar. 8
"What Is Israel's Wisdom?"
Mar. 9
"The Stance of Qohelet"
Mar. 10
"Qohelet's Dialogue"

Mar. 24

Through
Apr. 10

F

Editor, Virginia Hines '78
Managing Editor, Chester Rosson '65
Design, Carol Edwards
Photographer, Pam Morris
Student Assistants, Lucy Lunt '83,
Joan Hope '84

Mar. 12
Mar. 14
Mar. 17

Performances begin at 8:00 P.M. in Hamman
Hall unless otherwise noted. For details call
527-4933.
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 23
Feb. 24
Mar. 8
Mar. 9

Mar. 10

Houston Concert Band
Campanile Orchestra
Shepherd School Symphony
Orchestra
Cambiata Soloists
SYZYGY: "Avian Airs: A Messiaen Tribute"
Houston Symphony Orchestra, Open Rehearsal, 2:304:30 P.M.
Houston Symphony Orchestra, Open Rehearsal, 10:15
A.M. - 12:00 P.M.

TRAVEL
The 1983 Alumni Travel/Study season will be
here soon. If you want to join other alumni and
friends of Rice on trips with members of
Rice's faculty or other experts who will give
lectures and perspective on your adventure,
write the Association of Rice Alumni for more
information. This year's trips include:
May 13China and the Yangtze Gorges
June 3
with Richard Smith
July 16-30
Alaska and Canada Cruise
with John Anderson
Aug. 31Greece and the Greek Isles
Sept. 14
aboard the sailing vessel Sea
Cloud
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Plagued
When the millions of cowbirds that have
become traditional winter visitors to the Rice
campus failed to appear in the winter of 1982,
a hopeful note was sounded that at last — no
thanks to all the money spent on nets, cannon,
scarecrows, and the like — Rice was rid of the
awful annual scourge. But there were those
who knew a winter at Rice without the feathered fiends was almost unheard of. . .and sure
enough, the pessimists are enjoying a bittersweet moment of triumph as the campus
once again comes under the shadow of the
birds' nightly invasions.
As anyone who has suffered through an
occupation by the birds knows, the animals
spend the day searching for food and only
return to Rice at dusk to roost. It is in the dark
of night that students, faculty, and others frequenting the campus must exercise extreme
caution about walking or parking under birdladen trees. Incautious moments in such situations have led to more than one emergency
trip to the carwash or the dry cleaners.
According to Frank Fisher of biology, last
year the birds roosted near City Hall rather
than at Rice, but he can offer no explanation
for their return to academia unless it is that
the downtown roost has become overcrowded, so the birds are spreading back out into
other locations.
John Costa of the university's physical plant
notes that "we are not really doing anything
about the birds this year." Costa sends
grounds crews out every morning "to clean
1.11) the sidewalks, which get slippery and dangerous," but beyond that, there is little that
Physical plant personnel can do to cope with
the bird problem. "Actually, it's not as bad as
it has been," Costa continues. "It could be
twice as bad. There aren't so many birds at
Rice — they are distributed more widely
around town."
According to Vice-President for Administration William Akers, bird distress calls have
proven the most effective way to get rid of the
birds. A distress call installed near the President's House keeps that side of campus free
of birds, he says, but if more calls were
installed in other locations, the birds would
learn to ignore them and roost anyway. Other
tactics have met with little success in the past.
We are looking for solutions, but we are
tired ofjust trying things," says Akers. "All!
can say for certain is that we will have them
until the beginning of April."
But there is another certainty. As long as
there are birds at Rice, our hallowed halls of
academia will, unfortunately, be covered with
something more than ivy.

Transit Authority
Meanwhile at the Jones School...Alan
Kiepper, general manager of Houston's MetroPolitan Transit Authority, whose agreement
to come here from Atlanta included a teaching
Position at Rice, seems to be making a hit with
his students. According to a recent story in
the Houston Post, students in his graduate
course in public administration are "extremely impressed" with Kiepper's teaching performance. While admitting that "teaching is
not one of my strengths," Kiepper bargained

for the classroom role at Rice to get the
opportunity to work with and meet people
outside of transit.
Kiepper brings over ten years of transit
experience and many more years' experience
as a city and county manager to his lectures.
He also brings a bottom-line practicality which
may be lacking in his more academically
oriented counterparts. For example, while
noting that the news media assume "they are
the God-given channel to the people," he
stresses cooperation: "They have a job to do,
and I figure if I help them do theirs, they will
help me do mine. You can't win a fight. They
have the printing press and you don't."
The favorable impressions Kiepper's students have of him seem to be echoed by the
Rice administration. Officials say they hope
to make increased use of Kiepper by adding other lectures or another class to his
part-time teaching schedule. Kiepper has
previously lectured in public administration
at such schools as Georgia Tech, Georgia
State, the University of Georgia, the University of Virginia, and Johns Hopkins.

Fun and Games
You are most likely to find any games Rice
sponsors headquartered in the gym or Rice
Stadium, while across campus in the Jones
School you find nothing but stern corporate
expressions and pinstriped suits, right?
Of course not! The Jones School, in cooperation with Sony Management Systems,
sponsored a game of its own in January — a
management simulation game that compacts
five years of senior management experience
into three days of playing time. True, the
competitors wear vests instead of shoulder
pads and sport watch chains instead of athletic
towels, but don't let their reserved facades
fool you. Underneath, these corporate quarterbacks are as determined to lead their
management teams to victory as is any
NFL veteran in the Superbowl.
Like any serious competition, the International Management Game (IMG) is planned
to be more than just fun and requires a serious investment of time and energy. The 36
players involved in each session put in three
eight-hour days plus homework.
To date, over 2,300 Japanese companies
and 140,000 executives have used the training
game. Developed by Sony for its own use in
Japan, IMG was introduced to the international market in 1982. In the United States, IMG
has instructed management personnel from
such companies as IBM, Polaroid, Eastman
Kodak, and Weyerhauser.
For the Jones School's debut as sponsor of
the training exercise,36 specially invited businessmen met at The Houstonian club to pursue a simulated period of five fiscal years.
Each player is involved in planning, investment, purchasing, staffing, research and
development, and strategic accounting. When
he leaves, he should have sharpened his skills
in managing the overall operations of a business, financial analyses, and planning and
implementing strategies to increase efficiency
and profitability by serving a simulated term
as company president.
But a game is a game is a game. Naturally,
IMG comes complete with "colored chips,
cards, worksheets, and a game board that
resembles a roulette wheel."

Preppie Notes
On Campus Impressions
Rice was treated to the spectacle of a royal
visit November 5, when Britain's Prince
Philip spoke in the RMC. A more American
version of royalty came here November 29,
when self-styled "queen of prep" Lisa
Birnbach, author of the bestselling Preppie
Handbook, was on campus to evaluate Rice
for a new book,Lisa Birnbach 's College Book,

to be published in the spring of 1984 by Random House and Ballantine. According to Lisa,
the College Book will have nothing to do with
preppies, but is "a very personal guide to
about 150 colleges of all types, focussing on
the nonacademic side of life."
"High school students generally make
uninformed choices about where to attend college," Lisa believes. Her guide will fill the
information gap, starting where Barron's or
the New York Times books leave off. Lisa's
book will be descriptive, listing colleges under
such topics as "guru professors" rather than
more conventional criteria, and does not
attempt to rate or compare the different
schools.
"The book carries my name, and the colleges I mention were selected entirely by my
whim," Lisa told us. Why was Rice selected?
"I know some people who went to Rice. I visited the campus incognito in connection with
the Handbook. Rice is an interesting school
because it's so un-Texan. It is much more like
an Eastern school, but it's low on national recognition. I wrote an article for the Rolling
Stone that mentioned Rice about a year ago."
"During my visit, I'm looking for the composite Rice student. I want to know what
motivates students, why they are here, why
they stay, what they are thinking about, what
they read," Lisa says. Her campus stay
included a talk with the admissions staff, lunch
with student body president Mary Ellen
Trunko and Thresher editor Jeanne Cooper,
sitting in on a lecture by Dennis Huston of
English, signing copies of the Preppie Handbook in the campus store, talks with various
administrators, and an encounter with Baker
College to give her a feel for Rice's college
system.
Lisa emphasizes that she is dropping the
preppie angle altogether in the college guide.
"The Handbook was a parody. I was
surprised—shocked—by how seriously it was
taken. We were all surprised. Of course, I'm
delighted it sold well. It's given me a great
chance to see the country, something I could
never have done otherwise."
But heavy lies the head that wears the
crown. "Now I feel pigeonholed," Lisa says,
noting that neither the preppie book nor the
college guide was her idea, but the publisher's. "I have other ambitions, lots of things to
write, to do, to try out; for example, I'm
working on a screenplay. It has nothing to do
with preppies. Give me a break!"
However, before she abdicates her throne
once and for all, the 1978 "Bruno" graduate
is having one last fling. Her second book, The
Preppie Etiquette Book, will be published this
spring, bringing to light "in addition to regular
etiquette, things like what to do in a food
fight."
Then it's on to bigger and better things for
Lisa Birnbach, who is already thinking of the
future as she surveys Rice for her third book.
"The College Book is very important and, I
think, very needed as a companion to the
standard college guides. We hope to make it
annual, or perhaps biannual, with regular revisions." How will Rice fare in Lisa's evaluation? No one but Lisa will know until her
College Book debuts in bookstores a year
from now.

Help Wanted?
An Associated Press story noting that Rice
"reported its first decrease in ten years" in
corporate interviews of students on campus
was widely reported across the state. Quoting
the Dallas Times Herald, the story noted declines in corporate recruiting at other Texas
schools this fall, including a 30 percent drop at
the University of Texas, up to a 50 percent
decrease at the University of Houston and
North Texas State, a 23 percent drop at
Southern Methodist, and a 17 percent decline
at Texas A&M.

According to Rice's director of placement,
John B. Evans '49, Rice "is not hurting as
much as people might think. While it is true
that each year previously we have seen an
increase in the number of interviews by students, this is at least in part due to the more
active role the Placement Office has taken
recently and to the fact that students have
become more career oriented." Evans produced figures showing a 10 percent decline in
the number of interviews by students, an 11
percent decline in the number of interviewers, and an 18 percent drop in the number of companies interviewing at Rice during
the fall 1982 semester.
But as Placement Office administrative secretary Margaret Hitson Harriss '53 is quick to
point out, Rice "is not nearly as bad off as
other schools in the state. At times, Rice has
been over-recruited in the past. But we can
still say that every student who comes into
this office will get an opportunity to interview
with a hiring company."
"Rice students are still getting offers,"
Evans emphasizes. "For example,IBM interviewed 233 students in the RMC one day this
fall. They were very impressed. They are
inviting three-quarters of those students to
visit at least one of their locations, and it is
almost a foregone conclusion that such an invitation is equivalent to a job offer."
One of the reasons for the decline in interviews is simply that companies are being
more cautious with their recruiting dollars.
According to Harriss, some oil and other large
companies formerly visited Rice both in the
fall and in the spring; now they have cut back
to only one trip. Companies are also taking
more trouble to decide in advance whether
Rice students seem suited to their business.
But undeniably, Evans says, "the number of
interviewing schedules has been reduced due
to the economy. The companies are still looking for people, but not in the numbers we have
been used to in the past."
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High Notes
Representatives of two of Rice's music programs made the big time in January. On January 13, 40 members of the Rice Chorale,
under the direction of Gwyn Richards, sang
backup to singer/songwriter Barry Manilow
at a sold-out concert in the Summit. The
group provided the "da-bahs" on Manilow's
song "One Voice," which was written for
accompaniment by a 40-voice chorus. The
Rice group was seleqted as the beist local choir
available.
Meanwhile, MOB Director Ken Dye has
been busy arranging the musical program for
the Superbowl January 30. Dye has to provide
"up to date musical arrangements" for the
300 piece Los Angeles All City Band, an allbrass ensemble composed of high school
students. Dye worked with the group in
California before he came to Rice in 1980, and
continues to arrange their music for such
appearances as the Tournament of Roses
Parade and, hopefully, the 1984 Olympics. He
also arranged music for the 1980 Superbowl in
Los Angeles.
Dye must provide the band music for all
game time festivities, including pregame and
halftime shows. He notes that he enjoys the
experience of working with talented music
students from diverse backgrounds, but perhaps the biggest payoff this winter will be
"going to the Superbowl and getting to sit in
the press box and enjoy the free food."
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do nth a success ufmarriage wit(afel6w ow( gub
Liv pervasive is the trenct?
With thoughts of love in the air as that magic Valentine's
month ofFebruary approached, SALLYPORT decided to study the
question in some detail. According to Rice's records, over 4,000
alums have taken the plunge with one another, a heftyfigure near
20percent ofthe total number of Rice alumni. Members ofevery
graduating class in the school's history have seen at least one of
their classmates marry afellow graduate. The number ofalumni
couples naturally grew as the size of Rice's classes expanded. In
the early years of the university there was only a handful ofRice
marriages; by the 1930s, dozens offormer students were Passing
from the Rice Institute to the institution of marriage.
The national maniafor marriage accompanying World WarII
was naturally reflected at Rice, where statistics show a sharp
jump in the number ofalumni weddings during the mid-forties,
followed by a return to prewar levels later in the decade. Thefigures began to increase again in the middle and late fifties, growing as the university grew during the sixties, until, by about 1970,
some 100 alumsfrom each class were eventually pairing offto tie
the knot — afigure that has held through the decade.
SALLYPORT asked Rice sociologists Elizabeth Long and Chad
Gordon to comment on the tendency to marry afellow alum. Long
notes that "Marrying someone like yourself— for example, ofthe
same ethnic group or religion — often leads to the most successful marriages, andfrom that perspective, Isuppose alumni marriages could be really good. Of course, at every coed school you
find a lot of denigration of members of the opposite sex, but despite that, relationships are set up anyway.
"I'm interested in the experience ofthe coed dorms,"she says.
"Early in the coed period the norm seemed to be a kind ofbrother/
sister relationship and the members practiced exogeny — dating

peoplefrom outside their group. But living in the same dormitory
or college also offers a different concept in knowing someone. People are different when you see them at three o'clock in the morning, and a marriage between people who have known each other
in this way might be betterfounded than one where the individuals
don't know each other so well."
According to Gordon, "In the 1950s, the tendency was to marry while you were still in college; mothers would warn their
daughters not to let the men get away, catch them while you still
have a big pool to fish in. Lots of women were in school for a
'Mrs.' degree and would get the 'junior jitters' and 'senior
shakes' over whether they would graduate with it. Fraternities
and sororities encouraged this attitude with pinning, a big emphasis on engagements, and the idea ofthe wedding as an apotheosis
ofjoy. Of course, withoutfrats and sororities at Rice, it wasn't
quite so desperate.
"In the 1960s there was a movement awayfrom the romantic
yukky stuff — the huggy bear and kissyface. It may be bouncing
back; there is more romanticism on campus these days. When the
Pub opened in the mid-seventies there was a great change. Before
that there had been no coed colleges, no place really to meet guys.
But with the Pub girls can go check the guys out andfeel comfortable about it.
"There has also been a big increase in going very steady and
living together, but usually it isn't thought ofas a preface to marriage. Itgoes onfor a semester or so, but there are no implications
for thefuture."
So much for the sociologists; let's talk to the real experts and
find out how they did it. Here are the stories — both usual and
unusual — ofafew Rice couples.
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Ed Doak

Long Time No See
The Brays in 1978

Teacher's Pet
Gertrude Bwdey '21 met her future husband in his
classroom: math professor Hubert Bray PhD '18, the
recipient of the first doctoral degree in a scientific subject awarded in the state of Texas. After making a two
under Professor Bray, Gertrude transferred to another
section. This allowed Hubert, who "didn't date his students," to invite her to a performance of Madame Butterfly in February 1920. From there the romance
blossomed; Gertrude and Hubert were marriedJune 15,
1922.
The Brays were truly a Rice couple: Hubert remained
on campus teaching and doing research until his death in
1978. Gertrude continues to support the EBLS, of
which she was a member in her undergraduate days.
Like many Rice couples, they also contributed more
alumni to the university: daughter Marjorie Bray
Chapman '50 and grandson Alan J. Chapman, Jr. '76.
Not surprisingly, Marjorie is married to Rice mechanical
engineering professor Alan Chapman '45.

Gertrude and Hubert Bray mountain climbing in Colorado on
their honeymoon

Ed Doak and Bernice Ludeau, both class of '30, met sitting next to each other in English 100 one day in September 1926. They dated occasionally until Bernice
dropped out of school in 1929 to marry someone else.
After graduation, Ed went to medical school and married. The two did not meet again for almost 50 years.
Both Ed and Bernice had lost their spouses by 1975,
when a mutual friend from the 1920s reintroduced them.
On November 6, 1979, the former Rice couple was married at last. Recalling the social scene at Rice during
their student days, the Doaks say the most popular
meeting place on campus was the sallyport, although
many students also played cards at Autry House across
the street. Fewer students in their class "went
steady," the Doaks remember: at Rice's weekly dances, about half the men went stag and most girls didn't
dance more than half a dance with the same partner.

Bring Her Home to Daddy
For Malcolm Lovett '21, bringing his young bride
Martha Wicks home in 1929 meant more than introducing her to the family. Since Malcolm's father, Edgar
Odell Lovett, was Rice's first president, it was only natural that Martha would decide to enroll as a member of
the class of'35. Of course, Rice has remained an important part of the Lovetts' lives; Malcolm doesn't even
miss home football games unless he can possibly avoid
it. And their two sons have carried on the family tradition: Malcolm, Jr., is a member of the class of '67 and
Edgar Odell, II, of the class of '79.

Martha and Malcolm Lovett

The Doaks in 1983:
together again

6
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Blind Date
Catherine Coburn '43 met future land developer/space
services entrepreneur David Hannah '44 on a blind date.
They became engaged during her senior year and married after her graduation. Now the president of the
Association of Rice Alumni and a member of Rice's
Board of Governors, Catherine recalls listing under the
category "things you like" on the Rice application form
"boys and math." After she became engaged, she says,
Rice's registrar Samuel McCann summoned her to his
office. "Young lady, I do want to congratulate you," he
said. "You are one girl who has gotten exactly what she
wanted when she came to Rice."
"I still agree with him, too," Catherine emphasizes.
"I'm not being facetious when people ask what I got out
of Rice and I say I learned to wash, iron, and keep
house, and I got one good husband.
"It was very unusual, when we were in school, for
anybody to consider getting married until they had finished school," Catherine remembers. The social scene
was different, too. "Rice was smaller, there weren't so
many diversified activities. Your first two years, most of
you went to the same classes. For instance, all of us had
Dr. Lear for history 100, Dr. McKillop for English 100,
and Dr. Altenburg for biology. They didn't have the
Memorial Center, either. You didn't have any place to
meet except in sallyport or Autry House.
"Another big difference is that there weren't any
women's dorms. We didn't have any rules at all. The
families with whom we lived had nothing to do with our
hours. They put the meals on the table and sort of hoped
we behaved. We really just answered to God and ourselves about our behavior.
"Nobody on the campus had any way of checking on
us. Those of us who lived in Wroxton House showed up
for class, left, and answered to no one. I guess maybe
the one rein they had on you was the fact that you
couldn't leave town before a holiday without paying. You
went to class on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. If Christmas vacation
was coming up, you wouldn't plan to go home two days
before school was out. They took the roll. And when the
holiday was over, if you hadn't shown up, you went in
and paid the bursar $5 for each class you had missed.
"Houston was a smaller town and Rice was a smaller
school in those days. There really wasn't anyone to
socialize with except Rice people. The situation was different from the one at Rice today, but we benefited from
the way it was. We enjoyed it and we certainly made
good friends."
Among Catherine's Rice friends are the members of
the "Sewing Club," a group of eight alumnae who started meeting for monthly luncheons in the early 1940s and
still carry on the tradition. All married Rice graduates. A
second group of Catherine's friends were the girls in
Wroxton House, six to eight Rice girls from out of town
living at 2034 Wroxton. Four of the Wroxton House girls
also married alumni.
"Maizie Jones '42 and I were roommates our first
year. She married Blackie Smith '41. Maizie later moved
into Rosemary McKinney's house. Rosemary, class of
'42, married Joe Meyer '40. Maybe11 Smith '43 married
Virgil Harris '43 from Dallas Walter Murphy '48 was
also from Dallas and he married Evelyn Smith '43; their
daughter Martha '68 married William Robert Folk '66.
Betty Reistle '44 married George Pierce '42 and their
daughter Ann '65 married Bob Arnett '64.
"Halora Adams '43 and Bob Burleson '43 went
through school together but only knew each other very
casually. She went to New York to work for McGrawHill publishers. He went off in the Navy and when he
came back, he was hired by the Merck Chemical Company in New Jersey — he was a chemical engineer. They
were thrown together in New York and ended up getting
married there. They didn't really meet at Rice, but they
had the Rice background in common. And then David's
sister Mary Hannah '39 married A. Frank Smith, Jr.,
'37.
"The thing that strikes me about the people that we
went to school with is that maybe it was the war or maybe the times, but I know of very few divorces,"
Catherine says. "Also, the people we went to school
with have certainly been very supportive of Rice.
Speaking for myself, as time passes, I realize that it is
the people I came to know at Rice who have strengthened my loyalty to the school."

The Hannahs

David Hannah and Catherine Coburn
at her graduation in 1943

Blackie and Maizie Smith

Mary and Frank Smith

Halora and Bob Burleson

Class Reunion

When these alumni couples get together, it's practically a class reunion:from left, John and Joan Cooley Urquhart '55/'55; Bruce
and Maly Lou Hertenberger Laubach '55/'58; Frank and Cille Brooks Emery '58158; Burt and Deedee Meck McMurtry '56/'56;
Don and Carolyn Dearmond Caddes '58/'58. The group got together in Palo Alto, California, in October to celebrate the Laubachs'
tripfrom their native Dallas to the San Francisco Bay area.
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Hortense and Steve Dyer married July 22, 1950.

Hortense and Steve Dyer

The Girl Next Door
Another member of the Wroxton House set, Hortense
Manning '43, was practically the girl next door for Steve
Dyer '43. The two Beaumont natives had always known
each other, but never dated until both had graduated
from Rice. "We were good friends, but Steve didn't
have enough money for dates in school," Hortense
remembers. "He just didn't have dates. But despite
that, and despite the fact that we knew each other
before we came to school here, I would say that it was
Rice and the Rice environment that brought us together.
"You have so much more in common with someone
you went to college with than with anybody else, really," she continues. "You have the same friends, the
same interest in sports activities, if you're interested in
sports — you sort of grow up with it together. I feel very
fortunate that I found somebody from Rice to be married
to all these years.
"In the World War II era marriages came earlier, but
also people didn't live together. So that would speed up

Carolyn and Doug Killgore

And Preacher Makes Three
a romance toward marriage faster than in today's world.
Also, the war probably speeded up marriages a little bit.
Yet they've nearly all lasted.
"Most of our closest friends are still the friends we
knew from Rice. People are generally quite amazed
when we say, for example, that we had a Wroxton
House reunion and everybody came and we had such a
good time. People say, 'You still keep up with people
you went to school with?' Well I know a lot of other people, and we go places with them, but the ones I really call
my real, real friends are the ones I knew way back there
in 1940. You make very few lifetime friends after you
leave college.
"Of course, Rice in the early '40s was such a small
group, I guess everybody got closer to people in a
shorter period of time," Hortense adds. "The picnics
and dances were all the same people. I suppose that had
something to do with the reason that so many married in
our classes."

Carolyn Morris '69 and Doug Killgore '69 were literally
brought together — as man and wife — by a fellow alum,
Reverend Helen Morris Havens '57. Helen can personally recommend Rice marriages to the happy couple, for
her husband is Rice Players director and theatre professor Neil Havens '56.
Carolyn and Doug were friends at Rice, talking and
joking about a few courses together, including one
taught by Larry McMurtry, but they never dated. He
was in Wiess College but worked as a food service
"grub" in Carolyn's college, Brown. "I have an image
of him from those days, but no real memories," Carolyn
says. "We really didn't have any common interests at
Rice." After graduation, the two didn't meet again for
13 years.
Then, in 1982, Doug was making a slide/tape presentation on Rice's summer school for high school students. Carolyn, a teacher in the program, was sitting in a
meeting at the Shamrock Hilton when Doug caught sight
of her through his camera. "I saw her in my lens and
said, 'I know that face,' " he recalls. They married
August 6.
"The fact that we were friends first makes it a lot of
fun," Carolyn says."We are fascinated by each other as
friends. The years passing have made it even better. We
are euphoric right now; we are madly in love. This is one
wonderful marriage."

Carol and Ray Alborn

Beauty and the Beast
Before their senior year, Carol Sue Shepherd '62 and
Ray Alborn '61 only knew each other by sight. Then a
Publicity photographer got the idea of making a photo of
a cheerleader sitting on the knee of a football captain.
Since cheerleader Margo Garrett '61 didn't want to risk
the jealousy of future husband John Dudley Burns '55,
Carol got the job and thus was formally introduced to
Ray. The photo later appeared in the Houston Chronicle
With the caption "Beauty and the Beast."
Mother Nature intervened next on behalf of the fledgling romance. Hurricane Carla, one of the worst storms
ever to hit the texas coast, blew in that fall. Rice was
flooded and everyone was ordered to stay inside out of
the wind and rain. There was nothing to do except talk
on the phone, which Carol and Ray did for three full
days. That same eventful semester Carol was elected
Homecoming Queen.

Choy! Wahba and Kenneth Capps: married in the Rice Chapel
By graduation time, Carol and Ray planned to get
married but decided to postpone the wedding' until
December, a fairly unusual practice for their class, Carol
says, since most couples married in June. The wedding
was December 28, 1962, in Oklahoma City. The honeymoon was — where else — the Sugar Bowl in New
Orleans. Then it was back to Houston. where Carol had
once vowed she would never live because she liked neither the weather nor the big city. They have been here
ever since, with Ray coaching at Rice for the past 11
years.
The 1962 Sugar Bowl was just the first of thousands
of football games for Carol and Ray, a necessity that
makes their social life revolve around the football season. However, like many alumni couples, the Alborns
say many of their best friends are those they made at
Rice, including a number of other Rice pairs.

Newlyweds
Perhaps the latest addition to the long list of Rice couples is Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Capps, both members 9f
the class of '83. Cheryl Wahba met Ken Capps during a
study break the night before their first freshman physics
test. They studied together until midnight, then Cheryl
asked Ken over to lunch in Brown College the next day
after the test. Apparently someone passed the test,
because the couple began dating immediately.
Carrying on a Rice tradition, Cheryl and Ken married
in the Rice Chapel December 18, 1982. After graduation
in May, when Ken will receive a degree in mechanical
engineering and Cheryl in electrical engineering and
psychology, Mr. and Mrs. Capps will officially join the
ranks of Rice alumni couples.
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PROFESSOR CAMPBELL,

Moroccan snail, Helix aspera

omething just didn't seem right in the Rice biology
laboratory that day in 1969. J.W. Campbell and his
graduate student Vincent Speeg were perplexed
by an odor that had been wafting around, with no apparent source. It was a familiar smell — ammonia was a
good guess — but Where was it coming from?
A search through the reagent shelves yielded nothing. The ventilation system was not the offender. Then
they began to suspect a most unlikely culprit.
Campbell and his researchers had recently received a
shipment of live Moroccan snails for their work on the
metabolic pathways of the molluscan liver. The snails —
all quite healthy — were being stored in a large wicker
basket, and this was where the smell seemed to originate. It was a bold suggestion, but the snails were the
apparent source of the ammonia.
They tested their unusual hypothesis with a deft
stroke of high school chemistry. Several snails were
placed in a sealed jar with a piece of red litmus paper; the
paper turned blue; a new concept in biochemical zoology
was born.
Up to that time no terrestrial organism was known to
excrete ammonia gas. Campbell and his colleagues pursued the discovery, eventually deciphering the critical
metabolic pathways.
For James Wayne Campbell, professor of biology, the
episode with the snails was no isolated laboratory oddity. Ever since his arrival at Rice in 1959, Campbell has
worked in the area of nitrogen metabolism, earning an
international reputation as a pre-eminent investigator in
this vast and complex field.
"The fundamental concept in nitrogen metabolism is
that animals usually have more amino acids in their system than they need at any one time," Campbell
explains. "A major reason for this is that they ingest
more than the body requires. Plants, in contrast, take
up only what they need for growth and maintenance —
water, carbon dioxide, electrolytes and no more. An animal, although a greatly more complex organism, does
not utilize nutrients as efficiently as a plant," he says.
"Furthermore, there is a tremendous output of amino acids from tissue function. Muscle produces a large
amount of the amino acids glutamine and alanine, for
instance. The result is that the animal ends up with an
excess of amino acids that it must somehow dispose of.
"The problem,from a conceptual standpoint, springs

s

from the biochemical degradation of this extra amino
acid. Amino acids contain large amounts of-nitrogen, and
in the course of catabolism this nitrogen is at some point
converted to ammonia, which is highly toxic to biological
systems. The challenge to the animal then becomes the
safe removal of ammonia; here at Rice we have worked
for many years on elucidating these detoxification mechanisms in a variety of animal species — molluscs, fish,
birds, cestodes, reptiles, mammals, and annelids," he
says.
"The various ways by which the vertebrate classes
excrete nitrogen provide an elegant perspective on how
animals adapt biochemically to the particular conditions
of their environment," Campbell continues. "For
example, aquatic species such as fish and the larval stages of amphibians have the easiest time of all, because
they can diffuse ammonia directly into the water, without going to the trouble of converting it to a less toxic
compound or having to develop elaborate membrane
transport systems.
"Since they live in the water, excretion is continual
and ammonia never builds up. In addition, their slower
metabolism possibly renders them more tolerant to
circulating ammonia," he says.

66
It is in

the terrestrial species that ammonia
becomes more of a hazard," Campbell says.
"Birds and reptiles have evolved detoxification
pathways that reflect both their common evolutionary
heritage and their unique modes of existence — the reptile as an animal of arid regions, and the bird as an animal
of flight.
"These two vertebrates excrete as their primary
degradation product a nitrogenous compound called uric
acid, which is insoluble in water. The great advantage
here is that uric acid excretion requires very little body
water from the animal, and it can be removed in concentrated form. This benefits the reptile, who generally has
scant access to water, and the bird, for whom it simply
isn't practical to carry around a heavy water-filled
urinary bladder.
"Mammals and amphibians, on the other hand, both
produce urea as their final detoxification product. This is
a safe, water-soluble compound that is so nontoxic that
it is routinely found in circulating blood, eventually
ending up in the urine."

the SNAIL,
BY B.C. ROBISON
While at Rice, Campbell has produced numerous contributions to his field, primary among which was his discovery of a new enzyme of nitrogen metabolism in
snails. The enzyme, an esoteric protein called carbamyl
phosphate synthetase III, has also been shown by investigators at the University of Minnesota to be present in
fish. Its physiological role has not been fully elucidated.
"Demonstration of enzymes is one method of delineating a biosynthetic pathway," Campbell says. "From
the existence of certain enzymes you can hypothesize,
and possibly isolate, substrates and intermediate
compounds that form a particular biochemical chain
of events.
"But it's not only the presence of an enzyme that is
significant, but also its specific subcellular location," he
continues.
"For instance, I have been working for a long time on
an enzyme known as glutamine synthetase, which catalyzes the formation of glutamine from glutamic acid and
ammonia. In birds, this enzyme is located in the mitochondria of liver cells, whereas in mammals this same
enzyme is found in the cytosol, the soluble portion that
contains the cell's various components. The glutamine
formed ultimately is metabolized to uric acid in birds. In
mammals, glutamine synthetase provides glutamine for
protein synthesis. Glutamine carries a double complement of nitrogen compared to most amino acids, so it is
an effective intermediate in nitrogen removal," he says.
"At this point, however, an intriguing implication
arises. Certain animals don't quite play by the rules —
the life sciences are an endless parade of exceptions and
ironies — and the question then becomes, how do these
animals handle nitrogen excretion?"
ampbell's current research centers on two such
unusual animals, the desert tortoise of Arizona
and the Argentine tree frog.
"The desert tortoise is unusual in that it excretes
both uric acid and urea. We're looking for its glutamine
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synthetase; is it in the mitochondria, as in uric acidproducing species, or outside it, as in urea-producing
species? Or does it have a double enzyme system?
"The tree frog is another case. It excretes uric acid,
which is extraordinary for an amphibian. So where is its
enzyme? It should be in the mitrochondria, not in the
cytosol as in other amphibians. We shall see. The evolution of metabolic compartmentation, that is, how enzymes
end up in different subcellular compartments in different
species, is a new area of research. Through a comparative approach and the application of some of the new
molecular technology, we hope to provide some
answers."
Campbell first became interested in comparative
nitrogen metabolism when he served as a postdoctoral
fellow in the Department of Pathobiology at Johns Hopkins University in 1958-59. He arrived there following a
student career that led him to an undergraduate degree
(1953) in biology and chemistry at Southwest Missouri
State University in his home state, a master's degree (1955) in zoology at the University of Illinois, and
eventually to a Ph.D. (1958) in biology/zoology at the
University of Oklahoma.
Before arriving at Hopkins, Campbell taught briefly at
New Mexico Highlands University in 1958. After his fellowship at Baltimore, he arrived at Rice as an instructor
in the Departmentof Biology in 1959. He was appointed
professor in 1970.
He served as special postdoctoral fellow and visiting
associate professor in the Department of Physiological
Chemistry at the University of Wisconsin Medical School
in Madison in 1964-65, working on nitrogen metabolism
in amphibians. This sabbatical was followed a few years
later by a consultantship in the Preventive Medicine
Division of NASA's Lunar Receiving Laboratory during
the heady days of the first manned moon landing.
"Those were exciting times," Campbell recalls.
"Everybody looked upon the moon rocks as carriers of
some dreaded alien germ, and the astronauts were
under strict quarantine for weeks. But fortunately, no
pathogens were isolated."
hen Washington beckoned. Beginning in 1973,
Campbell began the first of two terms of service
with the National Science Foundation in the
nation's capitol. This prestigious and influential organization, along with the National Institutes of Health, provides government funding for a huge portion of the
scientific research in the country's universities and private research institutions.
He began as program director for regulatory biology
(physiology and endocrinology) in the Division of Biological and Medical Sciences, serving there in 1973-74. The
chairmanship of Rice's Department of Biology brought
him back to Houston in 1974; in 1979 he began his second term back at NSF, this time for two years. He
returned as director of the Division of Physiology, Cellular, and Molecular Biology, NSF's largest division, and
as a charter member of the Senior Executive Service, a
government branch that includes the highest level of
nonpolitical appointments in the entire federal network.
"I was in charge of an annual budget of around $80
million," Campbell says. "My staff and I would review
grant proposals and decide which ones got funded and
which ones didn't. It was definitely a bureaucratic job,
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Argentine tree frog, Phyllomednsa sauvagei

leaving me no time for research of my own, but it was a
great experience."
The Washington sojourn was memorable. "D.C. is
unlike any other city in the country," Campbell says.
"No matter where else you go, New York, Chicago,
wherever, they are the outback compared to Washington. That's where the money and the power is, it's
as simple as that. Potomac Fever is not an imaginary
affliction."
An amusing encounter with the Russian diplomatic
corps typifies the swirl of politics and intrigue that
saturates the city.
"I was at a fashionable party one evening — Washington is a perpetual round of parties — and in struts a
high-ranking Russian consular official with his entourage. Whenever anyone would speak to him, he would
listen sternly while his interpreter mediated the conversation. He gave the impression that he didn't grasp a
word of English. Then this slinky blonde eases up to him
to chat, and the next thing we know he is breezily talking
with her in perfect English. The Russians can peacefully
co-exist when they want to," he laughs.
Campbell resumed his teaching and research when he
• returned to Rice in 1981. He admits his admiration for
Rice students has grown over the years.
"I've never really taught to any extent anywhere
else," he says, "and I never became familiar enough
with another student body to compare it with Rice's.
But I've come to realize that the students here are as
bright as anywhere else, the Ivy League included.
There's never a question of ability around here. If a student doesn't do well in a particular subject, motivation
and interest are more likely factors, not capability," he
says.
esearch has not been Campbell's sole pursuit at
Rice; he has worked closely in many areas of campus life while serving on such committees as the
Education Council, the Athletic Committee, the Mar-
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shall's Committee (he was chief marshall in 1973), the
Research Council, the editorial board of Rice University
Studies, and the Faculty Club Board. He is presently
director of graduate studies for the biology department.
Editorial duties make up a large part of his numerous
activities. In addition to'reviewing manuscripts for such
publications as Science, the Journal of Comparative Physiology, and the American Journal of Physiology, he
serves on the editorial board of Physiological Zoology, is
an associate editor of the Journal-ofExperimental Zoology, an editor of Molecular Physiology, and a member of
the honorary editorial advisory board of the International Journal ofBiochemistry. Besides having written nearly a hundred scientific papers, abstracts, and reviews,
he edited the two-volume Comparative Biochemistry of
Nitrogen Metabolism (Academic Press, 1970), and, with
Leon Goldstein, Nitrogen Metabolism and the Environment (Academic Press, 1972). Beginning this year
Campbell is on the lecture circuit for the honorary scientific research society Sigma Xi; he also belongs to the
honor societies Phi Sigma and Phi Lambda Upsilon.
Campbell strongly believes in the importance of research, not just in science, but in all fields. "The purpose of a first-rate institution is not just to have good
teachers conducting classes, as important as that is," he
says, "Part of a university's mission is to create new
knowledge, and that means research.
"In my particular area, I try to look at metabolism not
just from the standpoint of the isolated animal, but also in
the context of the animal's environment, and, more
broadly, of its evolutionary significance. Biochemical
pathways, when examined phylogenetically, can give us
a better understanding of evolutionary biology — what
metabolic pathways animals share and why, and at what
point in geologic time they diverged to form their own
systems. It's a relentless challenge."
The snail might be a humble creature, but in the laboratory of J. W. Campbell, it has a lot to tell the world of
science.

B. C. Robison and James Campbell

Desert tortoise, Gopherus agassizi

B.C. Robison is a graduate student in biology at Rice in the laboratory ofFrank M. Fisher. He received a BA in 1969from the
University of St. Thomas, Houston, and a DVM in 1972from
the College of Veterinary Medicine at Texas A&M University.
The Houston-born Robison also writes a weekly natural science
column, the "Texas Naturalist,"for the Houston Post.
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SALLYPORT: How did you get into journalism?
BROYLES: I just sort of happened into it. I got into journalism by going down to the Rice Thresher late one
night the second semester of my freshman year to see a friend, and I ended up working on a story. Then I
was news editor of the Thresher my sophomore year, in 1963. For those of us writing and reporting then it
was a wonderful time to be working together. The attention on our particular world which was the university was really exhilarating, although clearly so far as the administration at that time believed, our exhilaration
illustrated some of the dangers inherent in the free press. But we had a very good group, including Griffin
Smith, the editor, who was one of President Carter's speech writers and has written for National
Geographic; Paul Burka and Greg Curtis, who were later at Tews Monthly; Gene Keilin, who is now an investment banker in New York; and Hugh Rice Kelly — the famous Hugh Rice Kelly, who was fired — was
with us the following year.
After that, when I was at Oxford I wrote a column for the Oxford University magazine and did some
writing for The Economist on American politics. I also worked for the Houston Post one summer between
Rice and Oxford, but that was it. I left journalism and was in the Marines, then I worked for the Houston
Independent School District.
I didn't go back into journalism until Mike Levy came into my office at the school district and asked me if I
would edit this magazine he had in mind — Texas Monthly. He didn't have a name for it, actually; I ended up
giving it the name. But he was a man of great energy and vision and his enthusiasm was infectious, even
though everybody who knew anything aboutjournalism told us it was a terrible idea, it would never work. In
part because of our collective ignorance about journalism, it worked anyway. We didn't know what we
couldn't do. If we had been smarter and had known more aboutjournalism we would have agreed with them
and known we could never start a magazine like Texas Monthly. But because we didn't know that, we did it
anyway.

"When you get the chance to do a job like editing
Newsweek, you can't say no. I thought about it for
approximately two seconds before I said yes."
Did you ever imagine your career bringing you to a magazine like Newsweek,or has the move
here been a new direction for you?
No, I never had the slightest thought about it. In fact, I was so pleased with the way Texas Monthly was
doing that I had considered cutting back on my duties there and in California and doing some writing. That's
what I had in mind when I was offered this job, which is really a reimmersion into editing. The thing is, when
you get the chance to do a job like editing Newsweek, you can't say no. I thought about it for approximately
two seconds before I said yes. It was just too good — too important — to pass up.
What sort of writing would you like to do?
I like writing about current events and public affairs, but I also have this irrepressible and probably very selfdestructive desire to write fiction, for which I may have absolutely no talent. It is partly just an antidote to
dealing with the world in such an intense way, in a publication like this.
Has it been a big adjustment to move to New York after life in Texas and California?
We are very comfortable here. My parents visit us frequently, our children are young and so they are
adaptable. But it is different. We have never lived in a place where people don'tjustjump in their cars and
drive to the Seven-11 to get a carton of orange juice. New York is a very different city, it is indeed, but it
has its good points.
Newsweek has a history of editorial turnover during the last decade. Are you planning to
stay around for a while?
Newsweek has had five editors in the last ten years. It has also had five editors in the last twenty years, so
there is one editor who stayed for over ten years. I think it is more a function of the changing nature of
these magazines than any sort of consistent turmoil here. But I am here to stay as far as I'm concerned. I
will be doing this for as long as I feel like I am doing it well and the Washington Post Company, which
owns Newsweek, shares that opinion. But I do think it is an opportunity to rethink what Newsweek should
be like five or ten years from now. I have only the most rudimentary ideas about it at this point, but that is
part of my main goal here. It is one of the things that made me interested in the job.
You're not even 40 and you're virtually at the top of your profession. Where do you see things
going from here?
I am not worried about my declining years at this point. I enjoy doing this — it is fun and it's going to be
more fun. When I can't do any more I'll probably write, just what I was going to do anyway.
You look around and I am not exactly the youngest editor Newsweek has ever had. In these magazines
and also on television it's not unusual to have somewhat younger people. The pace is very, very rigorous. It's just assumed that you put in 60 to 80 hour weeks to do this magazine. In a way it's like having a
dairy farm: the news happens, the magazine comes out, and you have to do it. Right now, I am enjoying
that very much.
What general aptitudes are most important to a job like yours, and how do they compare with
what was needed at Texas Monthly?
It is very similar here, although certainly much larger and more complicated. It is more complex and
everything happens a lot faster. But this is my eleventh year of editing some sort of publication, and the
longer I do it, the more I think that the resources you draw on the most fall into two categories. The first
are personal. The people that I look for and want to be working with have to have a certain level of character, no matter how smart they are, or in the long run it won't work out.
Second, in a job like this you live off of an intellectual capital that in my case in large measure was built
up in college. One of the things you don't realize when you're in college is that you never again have as
much time to read and to think and to ask questions and to try to build up some underpinnings for a view
of the world that you hope will change with experience, but which at least will have its foundations laid
then. It is very hard to add to that intellectual capital when you are working in institutions like this. Consequently, I think it is crucial to lay that groundwork as broadly as possible, which brings you back to the
core curriculum in universities.
Had I had a choice of the courses I took I would never have taken some of the things that have proven
valuable to me. I think it is part of the responsibility of the university to supply people who are the custodians and transmitters of our civilization and who have the confidence to assume the authority to pass it
on. Students are often the poorest judges of what they need to know.
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But anyway, the point is that many of the qualities of human beings that make them good at jobs like
this are not academic. They are taste, and wit, and character, and patience, and insight into other people
— the ability to work with them. People with those things are much harder to find than someone who is
an expert in twentieth-century politics.

"It is time for the pendulum to swing back and for both
the university and its faculty to assume some authority,
some responsibility, for the graduates being educated
people."

The World Economy:What Must Be Done
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You went to Rice under the old core curriculum and found a career that draws on your overall
education rather than on any specific vocational training. Do you feel Rice's old system prepared you well to do your job, and do you have strong feelings about whether or not Rice
should return to a system similar to the one under which you were educated, as is now being
debated?
I certainly do. I am absolutely in favor of a core curriculum. I don't know the details of the requirements
Rice has, but I think a departure from the core concept was one of the most egregious errors of the
1960s. Speaking from personal experience, I came to Rice wanting to be either a biology or a math
major. If! had not had the kind of core curriculum that led me into the English and history courses I took,
I would never have ended up discovering what I really wanted to do and doing what I do today.
I think that not having a core curriculum assumes that students come to Rice at age 17 or 18 with a
complete viskin of what they want to do and what they want to study, when in fact they may have nothing
of the kind. I think it is in the student's own self-interest to have a core curriculum, and I also think it is
one of the functions of the university to make hard decisions about what is important for an educated
person to know. You certainly see a retreat from the willingness to make those judgments, whether for
political reasons — not wanting to alienate members of the faculty who may teach courses that don't fall
into the core curriculum — or from a simple lack of confidence in saying this is more important than that
for an educated person. Whatever the reason, I think that the return to a core curriculum is a very good
idea.
When I was at Rice there was a period when in required math courses the professors routinely would
flunk — give fives to — a given portion of the class because they graded on a rigid curve. I wouldn't want
to go back to all the elements of Rice in the late fifties and early sixties — it can be overdone. But it is
time for the pendulum to swing back and for both the university and its faculty to assume some authority,
some responsibility, for the graduates being educated people. You ensure that with a core curriculum. I
do not have any doubts about my feelings on that.
Some people are surprised to find a Texan at the top of a business so often dominated by the
"Eastern establishment." Does it surprise you?
It is not that surprising. I know a lot of Texans, interestingly, who are in the media. One of the things you
find about the Eastern media establishment, particularly in television, but partly in films and movies, is
that it is dominated by people who are not from the East. It's healthy to have people who aren't from the
East or New York in jobs like this because one of the things we can do is give a somewhat different perspective on America. I spent all of my previous journalistic career in Texas and California, and the world
looks different when you view it from there than it does when you view it from Madison Avenue or New
York City.
It could be argued that your appointment at Newsweek is a manifestation of a national trend
toward bringing people from diverse parts of the country into prominence. It could also be
said that your appointment demonstrates the growing national significance of Texas. How do
you feel about that?
I don't think it is necessarily part of a trend, but it's clear that people are starting to recognize that the
center of America has moved south and west. The 1980 census tells us that the center of population in
America is west of the Mississippi for the first time. And since we have always been a nation moving to
the south and west, we have always been a nation in transition from an Atlantic to a Pacific base. So
someone who has had some experience with the two largest states of that region — Texas and California
— is a good idea. But since there are 23 million people in California and 13 or so million in Texas, that
means there are approximately 36 million people who fill the bill. So I don't think it was just the desire to
get somebody from the West that brought me to Newsweek. Mrs. Graham, the chairman of the Washington Post, knows the reasons I was hired better than I. I think my geographical background certainly was
part of it, but not all.
Has Texas gotten more coverage in Newsweek since you took over?
If it has, it's a coincidence, and I don't even know if it's true. I think people notice those things more
because of me. But clearly, if I have the option of telling of important issues through Washington and New
York or through somewhere else in the country, my instinct would be to tell it through somewhere else.
Can you give us any generalizations about the ideal Newsweek a year or five years from
now?
I can't.
What about the traditional rivalry with Time...
Who?
'.1./IVIIIIIMMIPMESISMINIMSITIIIIIMII UMW!,

"It is inevitable that we compete with Time no matter
what I do to distinguish us from them. That competition
is one for which we are destined. But it's fun. It's like...
it's like playing Texas every weekend."
Do you plan to keep trying to beat them at their own game,or will you take Newsweek offin
its own direction?
We are locked in. It's like the networks: everyone does the evening news. The three networks would
like to set up their own game and not have to worry about everyone else. It is inevitable that we compete
with Time no matter what I do to distinguish us from them. That competition is one for which we are
destined. But it's fun. It's like ...it's like playing Texas every weekend. •
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In Memoriam: Geor R. rown
(S.
A
L*

n January 22, as this issue of SALLYPORT was going to
press, Rice University lost one of its most distinguished alumni. Builder, engineer, counselor of presidents, and philanthropist were the terms eulogizers applied to
him, but to the Rice community, George Rufus Brown was
these and much more — a true and devoted friend.
Brown was born in Belton, Texas, on May 12, 1898, one of
seven children of hardware merchant R. L. Brown and his
wife, Lucy K. Brown. His association with Rice began in 1916,
when the Temple High School graduate decided to apply to
Rice, the college that best matched his ambition to become a
physician. Although he was to change those plans, Brown later
credited Rice with awakening his intellectual life. In return, he
gave the university a lifetime of service.
By 1918 the U.S. was engaged in World War I, and George
Brown decided to enlist in the Marine Corps. His enthusiasm
shifted away from medical studies to engineering. "Engineers
were men who went to far places, who built things all over
the world — as far away as China," he said in 1968. When
Brown returned to civilian life, he entered the Colorado
School of Mines and graduated in 1922 with a degree in mining
engineering.
Brown's brief career with the Anaconda Company at its copper mine in Butte, Montana, was to prove almost fatal. On an
inspection 2,200 feet below the surface, Brown was severely
injured in a sudden cave-in. He returned to Texas to recuperate — and to reconsider his career once more. When he
was well enough to work again, George Brown accepted his
brother Herman's offer of a job with his Austin-based construction firm, Brown & Root.
George Brown soon proved his engineering and management abilities by successfully overseeing the construction of a
Although Brown's chairmanship of the board ended in 1967,
bridge across the San Gabriel River at Georgetown. Over the
his
influence and example continued over the years. He took a
years the brothers' relationship developed as a partnership,
particular interest in developing Rice's engineering studies. In
with Herman Brown as president running the business and
1975 his guidance was recognized in the naming of the George
George Brown as executive vice-president planning and winR. Brown School of Engineering.
ning contracts.
The Brown Challenge grant, which the Brown Foundation
In 1925 George Brown married the woman who was to
be his partner for the rest of his life, Alice Nelson Pratt of announced in 1976, continues as another living memorial to
George Rufus Brown. Designed to encourage alumni and
Lometa, Texas. The following year the couple moved to
Houston, where George Brown headed the Brown & Root friends of Rice to establish patterns of giving to support the
university, the grant matches private gifts for current operabusiness in the growing city.
tions. The initial ten-year grant was recently extended to
When the opportunity arose in 1942 to help put the Rice
1995.
Institute on a sound financial footing, George Brown took time
George Brown is survived by his wife, Alice Pratt Brown,
out from running a burgeoning industrial giant to put together
and three daughters, Mrs. Nancy Negley, Mrs. Ralph S.
the purchase of the Rincon oilfield for Rice. Firmly believing in
O'Connor, and Mrs. Wallace S. Wilson, as well as nine grandthe field's long-range productivity, Brown mounted a private
children and seven great-grandchildren.
campaign among other friends of Rice that raised half the money needed to close the $1 million deal, then persuaded the
Norman Hackerman:
reluctant Rice Board of Trustees to enter the venture. From
"No one has made a greater contribution to this institution than
that initial investment, Rice had earned over $60 million for its
did George Brown. The contribution was not just in financial
endowment fund by 1980.
support but in time, effort, aid intellect. Ihad the goodfortune to
On January 13, 1943, George Brown was elected to the
know him for the last 13 years, and that contact persuaded me
Rice board. At his urging, the board soon adopted a rule of that it was my illfortune not to have known him longer.
He was
mandatory retirement at age 70 for all trustees. With a new
sparse in the use of words but long on ideas — almost always
team of younger members, the board was ready by 1945 to good ones.
announce an ambitious program to expand Rice's physical
"Going beyond his interest in Rice University was his rare
plant.
and visionary view of what a democratic society should be. He
In addition to the campus landmarks built over the next five
worked consistently to encourage people to exercise their right to
years — Fondren Library, Anderson Hall, Abercrombie Engivote. Mr. Brown's impact was so great in so many areas that it is
neering Laboratory — the trustees decided to build a football
pointless to try to enumerate them here. Suffice it to say that his
stadium. The Brown brothers generously offered to do the job
impact on all ofour lives was of major importance."
at cost. In a remarkable engineering feat, the 70,000-seat Rice
W. W. Akers:
Stadium was built in fewer than ten months — just in time for
"For forty years, Mr. Brown provided the leadership for the
the September 30, 1950, season opener with Santa Clara.
With the stadium construction well underway, on February 15, financial growth and development — the Rincon purchase, the
Capital Campaign, the Brown Challenge — that permitted Rice
1950, George Brown became chairman of the Rice Board of
to develop from a largely undergraduate college of 1,400 stuTrustees, the first alumnus to hold that position.
dents,four academic buildings, and a $14 million endowment to .
In the years following World War II, Brown & Root's busithe university of today with 3,600 students, 21 academic buildness interests continued to expand, providing George and
ings, and an endowment of over $400 million. His personal
Herman Brown with a personal wealth that would be applied in
commitment to make Rice the very best never ceased.
continued philanthropy to Rice and other educational institu"On a personal basis, he always made you feel special and
tions, to medical research, and to the arts.
important, he challenged you to your limit and he was always
Under George Brown's leadership, Rice's Board of Trusyour partner when you needed help."
tees instituted many far-reaching changes. One of the most
important involved an immediate revision in 1950 of the
Malcolm Lovett:
school's investment policy, which had been extremely con"In his speech at the Inaugural Ceremonies of the Rice Instiservative, placing a major emphasis on equities. Over the
tute, myfather made the following statement about thefounder:
years, the change has increased the endowment enormously.
'There are men and men and men. There are men of milWith the institution of the college system in 1957, the board
lions and men of millions. William Marsh Rice was a
greatly expanded student housing on campus. It brought suit
man in a million, an inspired millionaire who caught the
to amend the charter to allow tuition and the admission of qualiprospect of monumental service to Houston, to Texas, to
fied students, regardless of race. Perhaps most far-reaching
the South, and the Nation.'
was the development of a ten-year plan for growth and devel"To my mind that statement applies also to our departed felopment of the university.
low alumnus George R. Brown. He was indeed 'a man in a
Realizing that the expansion would require expenditures
million.'He came to Rice in thefall of1916as afreshman.
beyond what the. endowment could provide, Brown and the
"Rice had never defeated the University of Texas in football
board announced a three-year, $33 million capital fund camand was defeated 16 to 2in 1916. When George Brown returned
paign in December 1965. Again Brown displayed his generosito the campus as a sophomore in September 1917, he brought
ty by launching the drive with an initial pledge of $4.5 million.
with him as 'hisfreshman'a talented, bruising halfback, Troy
His leadership went far beyond that pledge, however, for
'Bullet'Sullivan. Bullet made a most important contribution to
Brown traveled widely throughout the country for the next
the defeat of UT 13to 0in ourfirstfootballgame thatfall. Bullet
two and a half years on behalf of the campaign. It was finally
was George's first contribution to Rice and it was important in
oversubscribed by $10 million.
that day.

0

"As we all know, George had a unique talent and capacity to
make and keep lifelongfriends, not onlyfor himself, butfor all
institutions and enterprises with which he was associated. He
was a very human, kind, and generous man, not only to Rice,
but to many institutions and causes.
"In addition, on numerous occasions when Rice was offered
a substantial gift to support some phase of its educational program, whether existing or new, which would require use ofrevenues ofRice not readily available, George would provide Rice the
requiredfunds to enable it to receive and use the gift. Such gifts
by George rarely, if ever, received publicity.
"George was indeed 'a man in a million.' He will be missed
by one and all."
James R. Sims:
"Mr. Brown was always a rather retiring person who preferred
to leave publicity to others. Even Brown & Root shunned publicity — for many years their telephone operator answered by giving
their telephone number rather than the company name.
"In 1971, Mr. Brown was accorded the highest honor that can
be bestowed by the American Society of Civil Engineers — that of
election as Honorary Member. Through this recognition'he
became known to Mr. Oscar Bray ofBoston who served as president of ASCE Mr. Bray was most impressed by Mr. Brown's
contributions to his profession, to the nation, to education, to the
arts, to hospitals and medical research.
"In 1975 Mr. Bray was serving on the John W. Fritz Medal
Board of Award which annually selects a recipientfor the engineering profession's most prestigious award given by the five
founder societies. Mr. Bray called me to help him secure biographical information on Mr. Brown so he could be nominated.
I called Mrs. DorisJohnson, Mr. Brown's secretary, to help provide the data. Mrs.Johnson reported that Mr. Brown had passed
the word to his staff that he wanted no more honors — they
should go to younger people.
"Mr. Bray then talked to Mr. Brown by phone, and as he read
the roll of past recipients since 1902, including such names as
Lord Kelvin, George Westinghouse, Alexander Graham Bell,
Thomas A. Edison, Guglielmo Marconi, Herbert Hoover,
Charles Kettering, Theodore Von Karman, Mr. Brown recognized the award could not go to a younger person and permitted
his name to be placed in nomination. Mr. Brown was presented
the John Fritz Medalfor 1977."
Charles Duncan:
"I cannot envision how any person could give more ofhimselfor
herself to Rice University than Mr. Brown did. For many years
he gave unstintingly of his time, his talent, his intellect, his
advice, his council, his leadership, his financial acumen. His
presence at Rice contributed immeasurably to the greatness it has
achieved, and that presence will befelt always."
Catherine Hannah:
"We can't think of Rice University without thinking of Mr.
Brown. He was such a sweet, lovely man and such an example
and inspiration to alumni. He saw our potential and knt,v how
to challenge us. The world is a better place for his havini, been
here."
E. D. Butcher:
"It was the sincerity of the man that impressed me most in the
years I worked with him on the $33 million campaign. He knew
this project would be a turning point in the life of Rice and that
it had to succeed. If Rice was to be able to do its job, it had to
go beyond the hedges to develop partnerships with alumni
and friends. He adopted this goal and dedicated himself to its
accomplishment.
"With the successful completion ofthe campaign he could have
considered all his obligations to Rice fulfilled. But he didn't.
Instead, he devoted himself to the support of Rice in every way
possible. For the rest of his life he made himself the example
by his many great gifts. The good he has (lone for Rice will live
forever."
Oveta Culp Hobby:
"The nation and the state have lost a great leader, but Rice in
particular has lost one ofits greatestfriends and benefactors."
Herbert Allen:
"As a member ofthe Board of Governors, I was assigned to the
building committee. And it was during the construction of the
Rice Stadium that I had myfirst chance to see George Brown on
almost a daily basis. The 'go' decision on the stadium came in
November 1949 and ground was broken early in 1950. Because
Brown & Root had taken the construction contract on a noProfit basis the need for bids was eliminated and construction
could go ahead concurrently with design. Construction proceeded day and night, and it was a fantastic experience for me to
observe George and his brother Herman handle enormous difficulties on the way to an on-time completion for thefirstgame on
September 30, 1950. Through this experience I realized what a
truly great person George Brawn was, and in the years thatfollowed that respect and admiration continued to grow. In recent
years, we had been able to see more ofeach other, and his passing
leaves a void that can never befilled. His tireless contribution to
his family, his friends, and the city, state, and nation will be
equalled byfew and exceeded by none."
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Science Academy Rates Rice Doctoral Programs Fair to Good
Rice University's doctoral programs in 20
areas received fair to good evaluations on the
whole from "blue chip" committees charged
with looking into the high-level research and
doctorate production of the higher education
community.
The committees' findings, published by the
National Academy of Sciences, rated programs in engineering, the humanities, physical sciences, biological sciences, and social
sciences. Evaluations were based on (1)quality of faculty and (2) effectiveness of programs. Also quantified in the evaluations were
(3) the judges' familiarity with the programs
reviewed and (4) improvement of the programs over the past five years. In 1964 and
1969 similar studies were made by the American Council on Education, which also played a
key role in the 1981-82 doctoral/research
evaluations.
Rice President Norman Hackerman is
philosophical about the ratings. He notes that
publications by faculty tend to bear the most
weight with evaluators, and that while Rice
encourages and insists upon publicationresearch activity, it also requires all faculty
members to teach undergraduate students.
A look at evaluations of Rice doctoral programs follows:
ENGINEERING
Chemical engineering, among 79 programs
rated, was nineteenth in quality, twenty-second in effectiveness, twenty-third in familiarity, and sixty-fifth in improvement. In 1964
and 1969, among 56 programs evaluated, Rice
was ranked fourteenth and eleventh, respectively. The top five departments today are at
Minnesota, Wisconsin, California-Berkeley,
Caltech, and Stanford.
Civil engineering, among 74 programs
ranked, was twenty-fifth in quality, thirty-fifth
in effectiveness, twenty-ninth in familiarity,
and fifty-eighth in improvement. In 1969,
among 40 programs examined, Rice was
grouped with 19 departments below the top
18. Programs at California-Berkeley, M.I.T.,
Illinois, and Caltech are first-ranked today.
Electrical engineering, among 88 programs

Lectures Honor
Higginbotham

Sanford i1 Higginbotham '34
Sanford W. Higginbotham, a member of the
class of'34, professor of history, editor of the
Journal of Southern History, and former dean
of students, will retire from Rice at the end of
this semester. In honor of his distinguished
career, a symposium on "Interpreting Southern History" will be held on campus February
18-19. The event is open to the public free of
charge and requires no preregistration.
The symposium will feature panel discussions of significant recent scholarship on the
history of the South. Participants will include
well-known scholars from a number of universities across the country. For details contact
John B. Boles or Evelyn Nolen at the Journal of Southern History on the Rice campus.

evaluated, was twenty-seventh in quality, sixteenth in effectiveness, thirteenth in familiarity, and thirty-sixth in improvement. Of 54
programs studied in 1969, Rice was among 12
below the top 28. Leading departments today
are at M.I.T., California-Berkeley, Stanford,
and Illinois.
Mechanical engineering, among 81 programs rated, was twenty-sixth in both quality
and effectiveness, thirty-eighth in familiarity,
and thirty-fifth in improvement. In 1969,
among 47 programs evaluated, Rice was
grouped with 18 below the top 20. The top
three departments today are at M.I.T., Stanford, and California-Berkeley.
HUMANITIES
English, among 106 doctoral programs
examined, was forty-third in quality, fortyseventh in effectiveness, forty-fourth in
familiarity, and seventy-sixth in improvement. In 1969, among 74 programs, Rice's
ranked with 13 below the top 29. Schools with
the top four programs today are Yale, California-Berkeley, Virginia, and Harvard.
French, among 58 programs, ranked thirtysecond in quality, twenty-fourth in effectiveness, twenty-fifth in familiarity, and seventeenth in improvement. In 1969, of 48 departments evaluated, Rice's was included with 6
below the top 20. Leading programs today are
at Yale, Princeton, Columbia, and NYU.
German, among 48 programs, rated fortysecond in quality, thirty-eighth in effectiveness, forty-third in familiarity, and thirty-fifth
in improvement. In 1969, of 39 departments
examined, Rice was among 8 below the top
21. The first five programs today are at
Princeton, Yale, Wisconsin, California-Berkeley, and Indiana.
Philosophy, among 77 programs evaluated,
was forty-eighth in quality, sixty-ninth in
effectiveness,. thirty-fifth in familiarity, and
fifth in improvement. There was no doctoral
program in 1969. The top four departments
today are at Harvard, Princeton, Pittsburgh,
and California Berkeley.
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Chemistry, among 145 programs exam-

ined, was thirty-first in quality, twenty-third
in effectiveness, thirty-sixth in familiarity,and
forty-ninth in improvement. Of 96 departments reviewed in 1964 and 1969, Rice rated
twenty-third and twenty-fourth, respectively.
The top four programs today are at CaliforniaBerkeley, Caltech, Harvard, and M.I.T.
Computer sciences, among 57 programs,
ranked twenty-eighth in quality, twentyfourth in effectiveness, forty-second in familiarity, and twenty-fifth in improvement.
There was no doctoral program in 1969.
Leading programs today are at Stanford,
M.I.T., Carnegie-Mellon, and CaliforniaBerkeley.
Geosciences, among 92 programs evaluated, was fifty-fourth in quality, fifty-ninth in
effectiveness, twenty-eighth in familiarity,
and ninety-first in improvement. Of55 departments examined in 1964 and 1969, Rice
ranked nineteenth each time. The first four
programs today are at Caltech, M.I.T.,
UCLA, and Columbia.
Mathematics, among 114 programs, rated
thirty-first in quality, twenty-first in effectiveness, thirty-first in familiarity, and fortyeighth in improvement. In 1969, of 81
departments examined, Rice was grouped
with 17 below the top 27. Today's leading
programs are at Princeton, California-Berkeley, M.I.T., Chicago, and Harvard.
Physics, among 122 programs evaluated,
was forty-eighth in quality, thirty-fourth in
effectiveness, forty-ninth in familiarity, and
eighty-first in improvement. In 1969, of 86
departments studied, Rice was among 21
below the top 30. Leading departments today
are at Caltech, Harvard, Princeton, M.I.T.,
and California-Berkeley.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Biochemistry, among 138 programs examined, was thirty-eighth in quality, thirty-seventh ineffectiveness, thirty-eighth in familiarity, and sixth in improvement. In 1969, of 68
programs rated, Rice's department was not in
the first two categories, which listed 47
schools, but was included in a third category
of 21. Leading programs today are at M.I.T.,

response to "the greatly expanded pool of
potential executive and managerial talent
resulting from the high birth rate of the late
forties to mid-sixties and the increased number
of women entering the work force," plus the
realization that "the eighties could become
known as the 'Decade of Achievement,'" a
time of "transition to greater economic stability, increased productivity, and higher quality
products and services."
"Increased competitiveness will make job
performance and self-improvement extremely important," Manzo continues, "not only
for the rest of the eighties, but also beyond.
Many new programs offered by the Jones
Graduate School in 1983 have been designed
to enhance the careers of people aspiring to
move up the corporate ladder. Other programs represent a continuation and refinement of those pioneered by the school for
entrepreneurs starting businesses or expanding existing ones. In all programs, the traditional high quality for which Rice University is
known has top priority in our planning and
execution."
Manzo has also shaped the executive curriculum around his perception of the eighties.
"There seems to be a return to the traditional
values of family, high standards, and career
development," he says. "It is the decade of
entrepreneurs and high achievers. Inflation is
coming under control and there is evidence of
a slow but solid economic recovery." Manzo
initiated programs in the Office of Executive
Development when he was appointed its
director in 1979.
For information on courses available, which
Rice's Jones Graduate School of Administration
has strengthened and expanded its educational cover such topics as planning, marketing,
offerings for executives, managers, and accounting, negotiating, stress management,
entrepreneurs in 1983, according to Director communications, and computers, call the
of Executive Development Salvatore E. Jones School's direct line,(713) 527-9651, or
Martzo. Manzo says the decision was made in write to be placed on the school's mailing list.

Proceedings from the meeting will also be
published by the Louisiana State University
Press.
A native of Arkansas, Higginbotham received his graduate degrees from Louisiana
State University and the University of Pennsylvania. As a teaching fellow at LSU in 1941,
he first became involved with the Journal of
Southern History, which was headquartered
there at the time.
Before returning to his alma mater, Higginbotham taught at Rutgers University Center
and at the University of Mississippi, where he
edited the Journal of Mississippi History from
1953-56. He served as director of the Bureau
of Research, Publications, and Records of the
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission from 1956-61, when he came back to
Rice to teach. In 1965 he was named managing editor of the Journal of Southern History,
which had moved to Rice in 1959. Higginbotham is also a veteran of World War II and the
Korean War.
He is the author of The Keystone in the Democratic Arch: Pennsylvania Politics, 18001816 and editor of Man, Science, Learning
and Education: The Semicentennial Lectures
at Rice University. Higginbotham also serves
as vice-president of the Jefferson Davis Association at Rice and as a member of the advisory board of America: History and Life.

Exec Programs
Expanded in '83

Stanford, and Harvard.
Molecular biology, among 86 programs,
rated fifty-eighth in quality, fifty-fifth in effectiveness, sixty-fourth in familiarity, and fiftyfifth in improvement. In 1969, 0168 programs
reviewed, Rice was among 14 under the top
32. Leading programs today are at Caltech,
M.I.T., Rockefeller, and Yale.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Anthropology,among 70 programs evaluated, ranked sixty-fourth in quality,sixty-sixth
in effectiveness, forty-eighth in familiarity,
and sixty-third in improvement. Rice had no
doctoral program in 1969. Leading departments today are at Michigan, CaliforniaBerkeley, and Chicago.
Economics, among 91 programs, rated fifty-fourth in quality, fiftieth in effectiveness,
fifty-second in familiarity, and eighty-fourth in
improvement. In 1969, of 45 departments
examined, Rice was grouped among 16 below
the top 37. Leading programs today are at
Chicago, Stanford, Harvard, Princeton. and
Yale.
History, among 102 programs evaluated.
was thirty-eighth in quality, thirty-fourth in
effectiveness, fifty-ninth in familiarity, and
forty-eighth in improvement. In 1969, of 58
programs studied, Rice was included with 12
departments behind the 25 leaders. The top
four programs are those at Yale, CaliforniaBerkeley, Princeton, and Harvard.
Political science, among 83 programs
examined, was seventieth in quality, sixtyseventh in effectiveness, sixty-first in familiarity, and thirty-second in improvement.
Rice did not have a doctoral program in
1969. Leading departments today are at Yale,
California-Berkeley, Harvard, Michigan, and
Chicago.
Psychology, among 141 programs, rated
one hundred twenty-second in quality, one
hundred twentieth in effectiveness, one hundred twenty-fifth in familiarity, and was not
rated on improvement. Rice had no psychology doctoral program in 1969. The top departments today are at Stanford, Michigan, and
Harvard.

Duke Scholar
Gives Rockwell
Lectures
Roland E. Murphy, 0.Carm., George Washington Ivey Professor of Biblical Studies at
Duke University, will be Rice's 1983
Rockwell Lecturer. His topic is "Ecclesiastes's Dialogue with Israel's Traditional
Wisdom." Murphy will speak at 8:00 P.M. on
consecutive nights in the RMC, March 8-10.
There is no charge for the lectures.
Murphy joined Duke's Divinity School faculty in 1971 after teaching Semitic languages
and the Old Testament in the School of Theology of the Catholic University of America,
where he earned his doctorate in theology. He
also received the licentiate degree in scripture
from the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome
as well as degrees in Semitic languages and
philosophy. In addition to participatirg in
numerous Biblical institutes throughout the
country, he has served as a visiting professor at Yale, Princeton, Notre Dame, and
Pittsburgh.
Murphy's recent books include Psalms,Job
(1977), Wisdom Literature (1981), and Wisdom Literature and Psalms (1983). The
author of many scholarly articles, he was a
coeditor and contributor to the Jerome Biblical
Commentary and has served in numerous editorial positions on various journals and Bible
studies. Murphy served as president of the
Catholic Biblical Association in 1968 and was
nominated to be president-elect of the Society
of Biblical Literature in 1982. He cooperated
in translating the New American Bible and is a
member of the board for the revision of the
Revised Standard Version.
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Brown Challenge Is Living Memorial to George Brown's Dedication
"Rice was myfirst love, and through the years I have done all that I could to see it maintain itself
as a first:rate university."
- George R. Brown, 1981

In mid-1976, the Brown Foundation issued a
challenge to Rice University: the Brown Challenge, a carefully conceived matching grant,
was to run for ten years and would encourage
the Rice community to expand its own annual
giving in order to earn endowment monies
from the Brown Foundation. In 1982 the
Foundation renewed and increased the terms
of the challenge through 1995 so that it ultimately will add at least $50 million in matching
funds to Rice's permanent endowment. The
combined $50 million Brown commitment
made.to Rice in 1976 and 1982 is one of the
largest of its kind in U.S. philanthropic history. The Brown Challenge will continue at Rice
as a living memorial to George R. Brown and
his dedication to the university.
When the challenge was issued in mid1976, George Brown explained that he had
looked into Rice's future and was disturbed by
what he saw. "I felt that if we didn't do something, Rice would be in trouble financially
within five years," he said. "At the rate of
inflation today I didn't think Rice would be
able to meet its expenses. Something had to
be done."
The "something" turned out to be the
Brown Foundation Challenge. Alumni, corpo-

rations; friends, and Rice board members
were all called upon to raise specific amounts
in order to earn Brown Foundation matching
funds for the general endowment.
The terms of the challenge called on Rice to
give more than ever before in the first year
and then constantly to better that record over
the next four years. Although many were
skeptical that Rice would initially be able to
meet all terms of the challenge, the requirements were met in 1976 and have been surpassed each year since.
In early 1977, after hearing of the successful conclusion of the first year of the Brown
Challenge, Brown told a luncheon group at
Rice, "This is as happy a moment as I've ever
had in my association with Rice. I've seen
Rice do a lot of impressive things, but this is
the finest," he said. "I think we're on the
road to a much better future than we were a
year ago."
Brown's prophecy is being fulfilled today.
By the end of 1981, the Brown Foundation
had already contributed a total of $15 million
to Rice's general endowment. Perhaps even
more important, as Brown had hoped, the
challenge is stimulating a remarkable growth
in Rice's annual giving program: alumni gifts

increased from $659,184 in 1976 to over $1.5
million in 1982. Similarly, total gifts for current operations have gone from $1.8 million in
1976 to $6.1 million in 1982. In the first seven
years of the challenge, over $45 million has
been added to Rice's resources as a result of
annual giving and the Brown matching funds.
The increase has been not only in dollars
but also in the number of individuals and corporations who have become a part of Rice's
annual giving program. In 1976, just over
6,000 donors gave to the Annual Fund;for calendar year 1982, Rice counts over 10,000
contributors. In 1976, six alumni classes
reached 50 percent participation; for the 1982
year, 25 classes had 50 percent or more of the
members giving.
At the time of the extension of the Brown
Challenge in 1982, President Norman Hackerman commented: "The Brown Foundation,
in my time here, has been the major impetus in
maintaining the university on a reasonable,
steady financial course. It not only has provided enhancement of the endowment, but
indeed has induced enough interest in others
to help us with our operating budget. That
means that it has had a double-barreled effect,
the way it was supposed to. The continuation

Brown Challenge Comparative Report
1976- 1982

Alumni

Board of
Governors

Corporations

Non-Alumni
Friends

Total
Raised•

Brown Matching
Grant Paid

Rice Gifts Plus
Brown Matching
Grant Paid

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

$ 659,184
758,901
914,697
991,334
1,280,833
1,392,247
1,588,825

$ 169,303
353,107
625,810
1,254,332
1,721,453
2,951,775
1,159,472

$

654,260
941,054
1,221,350
1,359,900
1,538,645
2,854,157
2,592,747

$ 331,576
256,311
391,677
421,504
696,688
710,519
799,444

$ 1,814,323
2,309,373
3,153,534
4,027,070
5,237,619
7,908,698
6,140,487

$ 1,503,226
1,778,757
2,233,862
2,496,369
3,483,810
3,492,175
•

$ 3,317,549
4,088,130
5,387,396
6,523,439
8,721,429
11,400,873
6,140,487***

TOTALS

$7,586,021

$8,235,252

$11,162,113

$3,607,719

$30,591,104

$14,988,199

$45,579,303

'Gifts for current operations only
'Undetermined at this time
'Reflects 1982 Rice gifts only; matching grant undetermined at this time

Fondren Friends Reopen Casino

The Brown Challenge 1982

Brown
Goal

Amount
Raised

Alumni
Board of
Governors
Corporations
Non-Alumni
Friends

$ 740,000

$1,588,825

750,000
960,000

1,159,471
2,592,747

200,000

799,444

TOTALS

$2,650,000

$6,140,487

Category

Alumni Incentives
1. Five most recent classes (1977, 1978, 1979,
1980, 1981) needed to raise $50,000 to
qualify for a $200,000 match. These five
classes raised $62,997. Highest previous
raised was $49,785.
2 Direct awards of $5,000 for classes with 50
percent participation -25 classes qualified: 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921,
1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928,
1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935,
1936, 1937, 1938, 1942, 1943. Highest
previous participation was 19 classes.
Tenth, Twenty-Fifth,
and Fiftieth reunion classes
1932
$18,711
1957
$17,120
1972
$23,677

52.1%
34.8%
33.4%

Direct award of $50,000 per class for combined effort of tenth, twenty-fifth, and fiftieth
reunion classes.
Direct award of $250 for each alumnus gift
of $1,000 or more -530 alumni qualified
for this bonus award.

Continuing Ed Helps Broad Audience
Over 4,000 students enrolled in classes sponsored by Rice's Office of Continuing Studies
and Special Programs in 1982- a total greater than the number of regular students at the
university. Each year the office offers about
100 courses, some of which draw as many as
100 students. According to Mary McIntire
PhD '75, director of the program, the office
aims to teach "courses which only Rice can
do," including everything from Thomas
Jefferson, to gardening, to intensive language
courses rivalling Berlitz.

Is Vice-Presideritfor Administration Bill Akers, left, moonlighting in Las Vegas? Hardly. He was
just one of dozens of Friends of Fondren Library involved in last year's Monte Carlo Night that
raised $10,000for the Friends'endowmentfund. Ifyou missed thefun last year, or ifyou want to
repeat a great time, contact the Friends' office in Fondren for information on the February 26
event, which features music by Bob Kuldell's swinging Houston Society Jazz Combo.

of the Brown Challenge also shows that
George Brown and his family are certainly
very important to us at Rice."
Year seven of the Brown Challenge has just
been successfully concluded. Thirteen years
remain. George R. Brown's dedication to
Rice will continue to find expression in the
efforts of alumni and other friends who will
work to see that terms of the Brown Challenge are met in the years ahead.

Language programs are headed by Josephine Rodgers MA '75 and include intensive
and semi-intensive English courses and such
foreign languages as Spanish, French, Italian,
Mandarin Chinese, German, Japanese, Arabic, and Russian. Specialized group classes for
companies and other organizations can also be
arranged, as well as private lessons, she says,
and there is also an institute for English/Spanish translation and interpretation. The office
sponsors special activities to give American
and foreign students "a chance to learn about
other parts of the world and other cultures."
Language classes average only five students
in the evening and seven during the day, so
the learning is highly personalized. Approximately 70 language students are enrolled during each session.
The intensive English courses attract a particularly interesting section of people from
surgeons to boat people, McIntire says. Many
of the students are professionals and leaders

in their -own countries who spend five hours a
day for seven weeks to learn the fine points of
English grammar and conversation, as well as
such practical considerations as finding a place
to live and filling out applications.
There are special English programs
for Spanish-speaking Rice staff and for the
wives of Saudi Arabian professionals living in
Houston. The Rice staff members meet for an
hour a day on their own time and focus on
English necessary for their jobs. The Saudi
women meet in the conference room of a hotel
in the Galleria, where attendance is better
than it would be for courses on campus,
Rodgers says. They get to practice their English on shopping trips downstairs in the mall.
Foreign language courses, on the other
hand, concentrate on conversational skills for
business and travel. They attract mainly professionals, including many alumni, according
to McIntire. "The businessmen tell me that
when you learn your client's language, he
really appreciates it, even if you don't conduct
all your business in that language," she says.
"It makes for good public relations."
General courses offered by the office for
the upcoming semester include contemporary
American poetry, bird watching, and computer programming. About half the classes are
taught by Rice faculty, whom the office tries
to use whenever possible. During the summer, continuing studies runs a summer school
program that offers outsiders academic credit from Rice. It also sponsors several travel
programs.
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Sports Roundup
Rice athletes, men and women, had a busy fall
of competition in several sports. The Owls
competed officially in football, men's and
women's cross-country, women's volleyball,
and golf, as well as informally in men and
women's tennis events.
Football was the big spotlight sport, and
despite the frustration of the 0-11 season,
there were some plus factors for Coach Ray
Alborn, his staff, and his team. It was simply a
fact rather than an excuse that the Owls were
beset with more than the normal number of
injuries, and in addition, things did not go as
well as hoped. But Rice won plaudits from
many sources for playing competitively in the
face of much adversity in such games as the
close 28-21 loss to heavily favored UH in the
season finale in the Astrodome — the final
contest for some 27 seniors on the team.
Perhaps the high point of the Owl grid season came when six-four, 233-pound tight end
senior Deron Miller made consensus AllSouthwest Conference — chosen by AP (vote
of coaches), UPI(vote of media), and the Dallas Times-Herald (vote of players). Injuries
kept the Pennsylvanian from playing in the
Japan Bowl on ESPN national television January 15, but teammates Michael Calhoun and
Joel Baxter went to that one. Clenzie Pierson
was also consensus second team All-SWC at
defensive tackle.
In other fall sports activity there were
these developments of interest:
• WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL — Coach
Debbie Sokol's team was fifth in its first race
as a member of the Southwest Conference.
Their season record was 31-20 (3-7 in the
SWC). The biggest victory was the upset of
heavily favored LSU to win the Green Wave
Tournament at New Orleans hosted by
Tulane. Nina Altai was first team All-SWC
and Alecia Abraham was second team.
• MEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY — William
Moore was the top- man for Coach Steve
Straub's team, qualifying for the NCAA
national intet at Indiana in November. He was
fifteenth at 31:38 in the ten kilometer run at
SWC, then eighth in 30:42 at the NCAA Dis-

trict 6 meet. Sophomore Gawain Guy was
eleventh at SWC in 31:14 and twelfth in 31:03
at District. Both men figure to be standouts
for Owl varsity track indoor and outdoor seasons after the holiday break.
• WOMEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY —
Disa Lewis had a brilliant season for Coach
Victor Lopez's team. The Houston Memorial
High School ex never placed lower than sixth
against strong competition in six meets. Her
highest finish was third in the SWC Championships, and her best time for 5,000 meters. was
17:40 for sixth at the NCAA District 6 meet.
• GOLF — Although the Owls, in a rebuilding season, did not place high at the SWC
(last spring they were fourth in the SWC),
Coach John Plumbley's golf program had a
busy fall of informal play with such players as
Dan Blonien and Terry Butler competing
favorably. A highlight was cohosting with Tenneco the big Bluebonnet Bowl tournament in
early December at Columbia Lakes, an event
that attracted a field of 36 teams for both
men's and women's competition. Schools
from such scattered points as Stanford,
UCLA, Miami, Florida, Air Force, and Missouri sent players.
• TENNIS — Both the Rice men's team
(Coach Larry Turville) and the women's team
(Coach Paul Blankenship) saw a lot of fall
activity with players competing in several
tournaments on an individual basis. Each team
had a feature fall event. Turville's men won a
dramatic 5-4 team decision over the archrival
UH Cougars for the annual fall Ruggles Cup
event (Owls return ,Tres Cushing from Illinois, who won the National Hard Courts title
last summer). Women netters hosted their
own tourney at Pecan Grove Country Club in
the fall with many strong teams competing.
The Lady Owls had finalists in five of six divisions of singles and doubles and competed
very well, with Wendy Wood, Wendy Brockman, Eileen Curreri, Tamara Ray, Wanna
Hadnott, and Tracie Blumentritt participating. Last summer Blumentritt and Susan
Rudd won the national doubles title in the
AIAW tournament.

Area Club News
ALASKA
A total of 13 alumni plus spouses and friends
showed up to drink Lone Star beer and eat
nachos at the first annual Alaska Rice alumni
party January 22. The event was hosted by
David Norton '74 at his cabin in Anchorage.
He writes, "Although no one came by dog
sled, Dr. Christine Ehlig Econoinides '71 flew
in from Fairbanks, where she is chairman of
the Department of Petroleum Engineering at
the University of Alaska." Other alumni at
the roundup included William Timme '65,
Chuck Roberts '78, Anne Millioud '78, Aileen
Turner Lofland '44, Steve Sills '78, Catherine
Hanks '78, Mary Bogard '72, Wes Wallace
'72, Donna Lane '71, Carol Schild Everett
'66, and David Shelton '72.
FT. WORTH
Ft. Worth alumni gathered for dinner at Joe T.
Garcia's restaurant January 24. The alumni
association provided the free bar and Ron
Moss, Rice's new director of admissions, was
the special guest speaker.
HILL COUNTRY
Hill Country alums had their semiannual meeting November 20 at Hunter's Lodge restaurant in Kerrville. The group enjoyed a social
hour, dinner, and programs by Dan Wise,
Rice's director of corporate development,
and San Antonio attorney Doug Harlan '64, a
syndicated columnist and former congressional candidate, who spoke on "Is There Life
After Politics?" The group also saw the Rice
slide show "The Way We Are." Among the
32 people present were the following alumni:
Marvyn Bell '22, Raymond Brogniez '40,
Marguerite Daniel '29, Dick and Maxie Hoerster '49/'50, Nelda Lawrence '32, Ed Letscher '39, Bill and Mary Virginia Moeller '34/28,
Gladys Morgan '30, Egerton Robb '30, Tom
Terrell '58, Gordon Turrentine '28, and Jim
Younts '32. The evening was organized by

Hill Country club president Marjorie Peters
'40.
MIAMI
Alums from the Miami area gathered for a
wine and cheese reception with the Rice
women's basketball team January 28 before a
game between Rice and the University of
Miami. Assistant to the President for Admissions and Records Dick Stabell was also at the
party to talk with prospective Rice students
from south Florida.
NEW YORK CITY
RAINY (Rice Alumni in New York)are always
busy. January 22 the group attended "Masquerade," a "Renaissance revel" performed
by the New York Renaissance Band and the
Court Dance Company. Afterwards, everyone lunched in a nearby restaurant. February
brings another party at the home of Austin and
Kathy Bay '73/'74; graduates of the three
most recent classes are invited free. March 9
is the date for Mexican food New York style;
nominations for a restaurant are due by February 27 to Austin Bay (595-8560) or Judy
Johnston(666-2124). April 16 will be a RAINY
day with Earth Music, a jazz quintet. Cost is
$5. Looking ahead to May, RAINY will participate in an outdoor weekend party for alumni,
families, current students, and incoming
freshmen for the fall semester 1983. In the
meantime, Austin is negotiating for Rice alumni to have affiliate membership in a university
club in Manhattan. .. RAINY are encouraged
to tell Austin their recommendations and
which services they would like to have. Anyone with ideas for RAINY events, or who
would like to help out, should call Judy.
SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio alums enjoyed nachos and beer at
Mama's restaurant December 14. Steve and
Beth Weakley '72/'73 organized the event.

Alum Beer-Bike
Set for April 9

CHLI to Write
Shuttle Chrono

It's time for young alumni to brush up on their
biking and chugging. The Second Annual
Alumni Beer-Bike Race is scheduled for Rondelet weekend, April 9. The event is being
coordinated through the colleges, but anyone
interested should call the alumni office for
more information. Wiess College is the
defending champion from 1982.
According to Doug Gardner '83, president
of the Rice Program Council, "we really want
to avoid the alum race being separate from the
student events. The alumni race will begin at
2:00 P.M., followed by the men's and women's races." Alumni teams are all coed, but
Gardner hopes enough alumni will be interested to field full 20-person teams this year. Last
year there were only enough volunteers to
have five chuggers and bikers from each college. "We are better organized this year,"
Gardner says. "We are hoping to excite some
undergraduate interest in the alumni races.
This could become the biggest single alumni
draw at the university. It could even be bigger
than Homecoming. It's the one thing that is
absolutely 'typically Rice.'"
In other winter and spring activities, the
Rice Young Alumni have planned a cooking
demonstration and optional dinner at Uncle
Tai's restaurant in Houston February 20,
another wine-tasting seminar March 4, and
Rice Players nights every Tuesday during the
run of Players' productions. Looking ahead,
there will be a Second Annual Champagne
Croquet Tournament and a Big Bend camping
trip in May.
The Young Alums also meet in the Pub the
third Thursday of each month for cheap beer
and pizza. For information on any Young Alum
activities, contact Young Alumni Committee
Chairman Doug Killgore '69 or Carolyn Mata
in the alumni office.

Rice's Center for the History of Leadership
Institutions (CHLI) has received a $279,650
contract from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to record the history of
NASA's space shuttle program.
John Boles '65 of history, associate director
of CHLI, noted that the center "would participate in the research, writing, and preparation
of a chronology of the space transportation
system (shuttle program) through the end of
the orbital test phase and turn over to NASA
at that time a publishable manuscript."
Staff historian for the project will be retired
Air Force Lt. Col. John F. Guilmartin, Jr., a
graduate of the Air Force Academy and of
Princeton University, who has taught history
at the Air Force Academy, served as editor of
the Air University Review, and held varied
operational assignments in the Air Force. In
addition to his duties with CHLI, Guilmartin
will also teach a course in history at Rice.
Assisting Guilmartin, who is scheduled to
begin the CHLI project in early February, will
be John Mauer PhD '82, a former student of
William R Hobby Professor of History Harold
M. Hyman, director and founder of CHLI.
CHLI was established in 1982 "to serve the
mutual interests of scholars and of the Southwest's business, professional, and public service communities" through "the creation of
serious, objective, yet engaging histories of
appropriate institutions."

Alumni Boost
New Majors Day
Majors Day, long a second semester tradition
for Rice underclassmen, was expanded this
winter to include an emphasis on careers and
to provide all undergraduates the chance to
meet with recent graduates who have careers
in their fields. In view of the changes, the January 25 event was retitled "Directions '83."
Directions '83 was a joint effort of the Office of Student Advising and the Association of
Rice Alumni. For the first time, alumni were
placed in departmental offices. Younger alums
from the past five to ten years were selected
because, according to alumni office coordinator Carolyn Mata, "we want people to see
what it is like a little down the road." About
40 alumni and hundreds of students participated in Directions '83. Classes were cancelled
and departments planned receptions to
encourage students to meet with faculty and
alumni.
Among young alums involved was Fabene
Welch Talbot '78, who comments,"I enjoyed
visiting with the faculty and talking to the students about their goals." Tracy Janda '79
likes "the opportunity to interact with
students and share some 'real world' perspective." But "more alumni need to be
involved," she adds. "I was the only Poll Sci
alum there, and I know there are more!"
As a result of the efforts of Hardy and
Catherine Rodd, who lined up alumni for the
event, alumni records are being updated to
include information about majors and careers.
Is the effort worthwhile? According to Ira
Gruber of the Department of History, "Having four of our history alumni was an excellent
idea. Combining majors and careers is very
effective." And Walter Widrig of art and art
history finds "the alumni working with the
faculty and students made Majors Day a far
more meaningful and useful event." With
these votes of confidence, the alumni and student advising offices are already thinking of
ways to make Directions '84 an even bigger
and more useful afternoon.

Provost's Lecture
Series Announced
Provost William E. Gordon has scheduled four
new Provost's Lectures by professors in engineering, the humanities, natural sciences,
and social sciences this semester aimed at
"promoting the Rice faculty as a community
of scholars."
David W. Brady, Herbert S. Autrey professor of political science, opened the series January 17 with a talk on "When Do Elections
Matter?"
Other Provost's Lectures this semester
(all at 4:00 P.M. in 301 Sewall Hall) are:
Monday, February 14 — Martin J. Wiener,
Mary Gibbs Jones professor of history,
"Economic Growth and Cultural History: The
British Example."
Monday, March 14 — George J. Schroepfer, chairman of biochemistry, "New Inhibitors of Cholesterol Synthesis of Possible
Importance in Medicine."
Monday, April 11 — Frank K. Tittel of electrical engineering, "The Light Fantastic."
Gordon, in announcing the lectures and
related events, emphasized a strong personal
hope that Rice faculty would show enough
interest in the work of their colleagues
in other departments and schools to attend
the afternoon programs and "try on these
four occasions to think of themselves as a
true community of scholars.'"

James C. Thompson, associate university
librarian, will serve as acting librarian from
thefirst week ofFebruaty through mid-August,
in the absence of University Librarian Sam
Carrington, who will be on sabbatical in Paris.
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C crs-snotes
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Ruth Young McGonigle,the first
woman to graduate from Rice with a
degree in architecture, was featured in the
Brownsville Herald for her work with the
Brownsville Art League, which she helped
found 47 years ago. Ruth planned the restoration of the historic Neale house in Brownsville, home of the BAL, several years ago.
She is also involved in Brownsville's art
museum, one of the few small museums in
Texas with a permanent collection of noted
paintings and lithographs.

28

A recent letter from Mathilda
Hood Brereton mentions her gratitude to Rice for "somehow instilling in me a
desire to try to lead a useful life." In the years
since she left Rice, Mathilda received a BS
from the Columbia University Library School,
raised two daughters, founded the Fox Chapel
Country Day School near Pittsburgh, and was
involved with the Women's Association of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. She now
lives in Sarasota, Florida, with her husband
and says "life is most pleasant, and we keep
busy in various ways. We take interesting
trips from time to time and enjoy our two married daughters and two grandchildren. No
matter what I am doing, I never forget my
happy years at Rice nor my appreciation for
the privilege of having Rice as my alma mater.
My sheepskin diploma signed by Dr. Lovett is
one of my prized possessions."

32

The following classmates gave us
these accounts in conjunction with
the fiftieth reunion at Homecoming: John
Oliver Brown, Jr., of Houston has held a
variety of positions since he left Rice, including valuation, design, petroleum, and
research engineer; automotive, exploration,
and geological clerk; and personnel superintendent. John also sent son Joseph Kurth
Brown '64 to his alma mater. He now keeps
busy with investments and ranching. Gwen
Dyer Pingrey of Groves, Texas, says her
most significant accomplishment was work on
the development of inhibitors of internal corrosion in gasoline pipelines. She has also been
involved in numerous civic organizations.
Marvin Maurice Mickle, who lives is Sao
Paolo, Brazil, has succeeded in teaching and
communicating well with students, instructors, and administrators while winning two
national awards for study at the University of
Michigan and Central Washington State College. He is involved in the Centro Espanol of
Sao Paulo and the Sociedad Hispano of Brasiliera. In a letter expressing his regret at being
unable personally to attend the reunion, he
says that it has been "gratifying to be of service to Rice for approximately 25 years," the
time he has served as an alumni interviewer in
the Sao Paulo-Rio de Janeiro area. Vera
Hazel White of Humble, Texas, a retired
teacher, writes that her work with student
councils and state workshops to the National
Association of Student Councils absorbed her
best and most significant efforts since graduation from Rice. She has been the director of
many workshops at Sul Ross University and
the University of Houston. Lillie Rice
Hubele of Houston has done work for the
Junior League, the Harris County Heritage
Society, and the Museum of Natural History
in the years since 1932. Her son, Rice Aston
'56, is also a Rice graduate. John Preston
Witherspoon served as mayor of his native
Stawn, Texas, for four years, but says his
crowning achievement was "opposing the
George Parr dynasty 11 years in Duvall County, Texas, and becoming a professional petroleum engineer in Oklahoma at age 58 after
three years in the University of Oklahoma
Vocational Section." Margaret Hutchinson Rousseau says she was the first woman
to get a Sc.D. in chemical engineering at MIT
and the first woman member of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers. In her career
as a chemical engineer, she did original engineering on such projects as the recovery and
purification section of the world's first largescale penicillin plant. Retired and a resident of
North Palm Beach, Florida, Margaret continues to serve on the Board of Overseers for

the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Arland
Jay Mangum of Katy, Texas, worked for the
Exxon Corporation as Katy district superintendent of Oil and Gas Production, then
retired and went to work as a project and consulting engineer for Ingersoll-Rand and Delta
Engineering. His many civic activities include
designing, laying out, and building a nine-hole
golf course (now expanded to 18 holes),
including the clubhouse, for the Stephen F.
Austin Golf Association in Stephen F. Austin
State Park. Martha Ellen Williams Clark
of Huntsville, Texas, is proud of having
achieved success in a field rarely entered by
women in her era. She is now a consultant
after retiring from A.C. Hansen, Inc., of
Memphis. Stella Marie Schulda taught in
Houston public schools for 42 years, 36 of
them with the mentally retarded in junior high
schools. After leaving Rice, she did graduate
work at the University of Texas, Wayne State
University, and the University of Colorado.
Katherine Porter Perkins of Houston says
her most significant achievement has been the
letters, papers, and opinions she has written
in connection with personal, political, and civic
activities. Among the many community organizations she has served are the American Cancer Society, the League of Women Voters,
and two churches. Louise Frerichs Whittemore of Tulsa is proud of having progressed through the ranks at AT&T in New
York to the rank of personnel supervisor
"without being highly competitive — just a lot
of male supporters." Among her accomplishments at the company was having Rice added
to their corporate giving program even though
it was not technically eligible in the days
before tuition. She has also been chairman of
the Tax Equalization Board and of the Women's Division of the United Fund. George 0.
Osburn of Baton Rouge says his most
important accomplishments are in the tricky
field of drilling directional oil and gas wells.
Among George's civic activities are the
Lion's Club, the Masonic Lodge, and his
church. Dorothea Bright Askew of Houston says teaching the appreciation of literature
has been her main interest since earning her
degree in English from Rice. She is retired
from teaching at Southwest Texas Teachers'
College. Chris Pope Hoover, class secretary, mentions Nelda Reichert Lawrence
as one of the outstanding alumnae of the class,
noting that she "has had an interesting career
in teaching. She taught business skills at the
University of Houston, where she received a
doctorate in education in 1954. She has written seven college textbooks and numerous
teachers' manuals and handbooks. She also
served as a writing consultant and instructor
for 43 companies and institutions in Texas.
Nelda and Ken have retired to Kerrville, Texas, and live right across the street from Jimmy Younts and his wife."

34

F. Scott Glover, III, MD, of the
Glover Clinic of Houston, recently
attended the Twenty-Fifth Annual Scientific
Meeting and Workshops on Clinical Hypnosis,
cosponsored by the American Society of Clinical Hypnosis Education and Research Foundation, in Denver. He presented a paper on
"The Cessation of Smoking by Hypnosis" to
the group.

35

James H. Landes, who retired
December 31 after nine years as
executive director of the Texas Baptist Executive Board, was the subject of an illustrated
feature in the November 10, 1982, issue of
the Baptist Standard. His lifelong career of
service to the Baptist Church includes several
pastorates and the presidency of Hardin-Simmons University. A resident of Dallas, he is
spending the spring 1983 semester as a visiting professor at Baylor teaching courses in
missions and the New Testament.
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The following classmates gave us
these accounts in connection with
the reunion at Homecoming: Dorothy
Jewett Stitt of Easton, Pennsylvania, says
that raising her two sons (including James

Harry Stitt '61) was her greatest accomplishment after getting her degree from Rice.
She also earned an MS in journalism from Columbia in 1938. Much of Dorothy's time is now
consumed by her numerous civic activities.
H. Ben Young of Houston is proud of having
worked his way up to vice-president and general manager of the WKM Valve Division of
ACF Industries. He also has approximately 12
U.S. patents, is a life member of the ASME,
and once served as president of the Rice Engineering Alumni. Emmett L. Hudspeth is a
professor of physics at the University of Texas, Austin. He has four children and says
"PHYSICS" is his lifetime achievement. C.
0. Ryan of Houston, vice-president and general counsel of the Texas United Corporation,
has also served as a trustee and on the advisory board of numerous charitable organizations. He has a law degree from SMU and is
the father of six children, including Elisabeth
Ryan Goldstein '64. A.Burke Haymes of
Houston is a senior partner of Burke Haymes
& Co. CPA firm. Edwin B. House of Houston mentions diplomatic service as a naval
attache at embassies in Cairo, Beirut, and
Damascus as the most significant achievement in his career. He earned an MA in Middle Eastern Studies from Johns Hopkins in
1951. Jack M. Lynn of Rolling Hills, California, is proud of "practicing competent, honest
urology." He is a member of the AOA
(national honor medical society) and serves
several hospital staff organizations. Davis
Grant of Austin says, "Marrying Ann and
having five children, and representing the lawyers of Texas for 20 years as general counsel
of the State Bar of Texas" are among his most
important achievements in the past 45 years.
Theron Tilford Collins, Jr., claims to be
the "most prolific author of technical articles
in the paper industry." He also developed the
venturi-scrubber for air pollution control in
1946. Margaret Davis Dickson, vocational
coordinator for the Houston Independent
School District, has worked with high school
students for 15 years. Howard L. Evans
says practicing internal medicine for 34 years
was his most significant activity. He now
looks after his MI-CYN Ranch near Rosanky,
Texas. Ruth Hewitt Reeves and Jean
Dorman, both of Houston, were two other
classmates returning Homecoming questionnaires.

38

Dorothy Morgan McCoy was
named Corpus Christi's Teacher of
the Year. Also a senior
advisor to the U.S. Congress, she attended a
meeting of the U.S. Congress Committee in
Washington last fall. Advisors met with congressmen and Washington administrators on a oneon-one basis to exchange information and
ideas. Forrest C. Orman of Lufkin recently
published a letter to the editor in the Houston
Chronicle reminiscing about Houston's old
Sam Houston High School, which, he says,
was the alma mater of 18 members of his
freshman class of 400.

40

Raymond Brogniez of Marble
Falls, Texas, writes that "we are
slowly finding classmates living in our area
(Horseshoe Bay). Had lunch (and a few (?)
beers) with my old East Hall buddy Max
Lagrone in Austin." The Brogniezes were
also recently visited by Ed Letscher and his
wife "for a weekend offun and reminiscing."

42

Walter S. Symonds, Jr., has
been named a vice-president of
CRS, Inc., the Houston-based international
architecture, planning, interiors and engineering firm. Symonds has been with CRS
since 1975 as the resident architect at the
University of Petroleum and Minerals in
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. George F. Pierce
and his brother John A. Pierce '53's architectural firm, Pierce, Goodwin, Alexander, of
Houston, was recently selected by the Joint
Architectural Committee for the Special

Events Center for that project. According to
the head of the preliminary planning group,
the Pierces' partnership "comes well recommended as one of the premier firms in the
nation."

43

Dennis Rockwell has
joined the brokerage firm Oppenheimer & Co., Inc., as a vice-president for
major retail accounts. In her previous position
with Houston's Heights Savings Association
(headed by Marcella Donovan Perry '26),
she pioneered Houston's first IRA and Keogh
investment plans. She serves as permanent
proctor of the Institute of Financial Education,
where she coauthored the by-laws of the
Southwest Regional Conference and served
as president and governor of the Houston
chapter. She has also been chairman of the
Savings Institute Marketing Society of America. Ralph M. Young has
been appointed chairman
of the board of Davy,Inc.,
the holding company for
44:1
/11
Davy Corporation of London's holdings in the U.S.
Young will also serve as
chief executive officer for the Davy McKee
Petroleum and Chemicals Group. He has been
with the Davy McKee organization for nine
years.

44

Ann Bridges Walker and her husband celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary in 1982. He also retired from
Exxon last year, so the couple has moved to
"a beautiful 'tree house' at Cape Royale on
Lake Livingston. Lots of golf, fishing, computer play, and even motorbikes!"

47

Emily Butler Osborn earned an
MA in behavioral science from the
University of Houston/Clear Lake City in
1979 and practices as a family therapist with
His Love Christian Services in Lake Jackson,
Texas. She is a clinical member of the American Association for Marital and Family Therapists. Jack D. Harmon,owner of Sands Tool
and Level Company, has moved the
factory from Wichita to Neodesha, Kansas.
His son has been named vice-president of
the company, so both families now live in
Neodesha.

51

Joe A. McDermott has been
elected to the Board of Trustees at
Texas Wesleyan College in Fort Worth. His
firm,Joe A. McDermott,Inc., has built several housing developments and shopping centers in Houston and a management and
technology center for Texas Instruments.
The former basketball player was the first
commercial developer to build in the northwest area of Houston in the 1960s. Also
known for breeding and racing thoroughbreds
and quarter horses, McDermott is a member
of the Rice University Fund Council and is on
the board of directors of several organizations. Roland W. Schmitt(PhD)was elected to the Board of Trustees of Rensselaer
Polytechnic at the board's December meeting. He directs the General Electric Research
and Development Center in Schenectady,
New York, and also serves as a trustee of
Union College in Schenectady.

52

Leopold A. Ffrench has been
named vice-president of Great
Southwest Industries Corp.(OTC)and will be
responsible for the Houston-based company's
international marketing of well servicing,
enhanced recovery, and seismic services.
Ffrench was previously managing director of
Latin American and Australian operations for
the John Zink Co.

53

F. Tim Pease has been promoted
to senior vice-president of business
development of Sonat Offshore Drilling. He is responsible for new business
activities for Sonat, where
he has worked in various
capacities since 1962.
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62

54

Joe Lee. Steel became interim
chairman of the Department of
Management of Texas Christian University's
M.J. Neeley School of Business November 1.
The appointment is through this May. Steel
came to TCU in 1963. He has been TCU's
Tandy Professor of American Enterprise
Management, held the First National Bank
Chair of Regional Development, and was dean
of the Neeley school from 1971 to 1975. Earlier in his career, Steele was an economic intelligence officer for the CIA, a long-range
planning analyst for NASA, and an operations
research advisor for the Dallas/Fort Worth
Regional Airport.

The large turnout at the twentieth
reunion party at Homecoming
included Charles Williams, president of
Williams-Smith & Co., P.C., of Houston and
an innovator in teaching and training on
motivational and personal development topics
for CPA organizations; James Robert Doty,
a partner with Baker and Botts law firm of
Houston; Ronny Wells,a professor of mathematics at Rice and the author of 10 books and
50 articles on mathematics, physics, and history; Dianne Wooten Keil of Malvern,
Pennsylvania, a former grade school teacher
who now spends some of her spare time as a
clown with a church-sponsored group working
in community service; and Patricia Jones
Teed, recently named vice-chancellor of
the University of Houston, Central Campus.
Karin Brinkmann Brown writes that she
was awarded her PhD in modern European
history by the City University of New York in
June 1982. "My research on the famous
(some say infamous) Viennese mayor Dr.
Karl Lueger brought me to Vienna, where I
have lived for the past five years," Karin
says.

57

63

Carolyn Ellen Old has moved to
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, from
Beaumont, Texas. John H. Lyle, Jr., and
his wife, the former Florence Krachy,
moved from Boise, Idaho, to Saratoga, California, in October.

55
56

Robert Larkins has moved from
Houston to Greenwich, Connecticut.

Pert Virtanen has been appointed
director of land planning for Cook
Consultants, Inc., of Dallas and Midland. An architect, he has worked as a
planning director for cities
in Texas and North Carolina and in planning and
development management for commuruties in suburban Dallas and
Denver. Pert comes from a real Rice family.
Relatives include his cousin, the late Grace
Marie Chandler Denison '48, her husband, Scott Denison '49, and their son
Mark, a graduate student in Rice's School of
Architecture. Pert's niece, Ann Albach
Meyer '77, and her husband, Paul Meyer
'77, live in Austin where Paul is teaching and
working on his doctorate at UT.

An article on Betty Sue Hamner
Peabody's appointment as president and chief executive of Citicorp Savings,
successor to Fidelity Savings and Loan Association of San Francisco, recently acquired by
Citicorp, was in the October 1 New York
Times. A consumer banking expert and University of Virginia MBA, Betty Sue left a job
as head of Citibank's 35-branch upstate New
York system to take control of the 81-branch
California organization.

64

58

Carolyn Dearmond Caddes is
pursuing a career as a photographer
in Palo Alto, California, where she lives with
husband Don Caddes. Among her latest
projects is the photography for a series of articles in the Palo Alto Weekly on local personalities. A story this fall featured paleontologist
Adele Panofsky; Rice alumnus Ken Oshman
'62, one of the founders of the ROLM Corp.,
is a future subject.

59

Phillip Andrew Abbott has
moved to Alness, Scotland, for
three years. Leaving Houston will mean missing Rice's home games, he says, and adds
that his three-year-old daughter hopes to follow him to his alma mater. . .eventually. Alex
W. Mitchell, Jr., has been elected assistant
vice-president and appointed loan development officer for the Business Loans Division of
Associates Commercial
Corp., the commercial
finance subsidiary of
Associates Corp. of North
America. Alex will manage the newly-established Houston sales office and handle all business loan development
activities in the Houston and South Texas
areas.

60

Harry Reasoner was given the
University of Texas Law School's
annual Faculty Award in recognition of his
contributions to the school. A UT law alumnus, Harry has been a visiting professor
there, at Rice and at the University of Houston law school. He received the honor in a ceremony November 11. Harry is a partner and
member of the management committee of the
Houston law firm Vinson and Elkins. Larry
McMurtry(MA) was featured on the cover
of the Washington Post Magazine December 5
and in an article entitled "Cadillac Larry" in
the issue. McMurtry's latest book, Cadillac
Jack, is set in the Washington area, where
Larry owns a rare book store. The novel is
dedicated to McMurtry's friend, actress
Diane Keaton. In the interview with Richard
Lee, McMurtry discussed the cool critical
reception to his new book, his involvement
with Hollywood and screenwriting, and his literary plans for the future.

Chief Executive
Johanna Clevenger '59 was elected the first woman president of the Association
of American Indian Physicians in July. The vote was especially appropriate since
she helped to found the organization, which "speaks out about American Indian
health care," 11 years ago.
Clevenger's mother, a Navaho, grew up on a reservation. Although her father
was not an Indian and she never lived on the reservation, Clevenger says she
thinks of herself as an Indian. "I feel that throughout my growing up time, race
was an issue," she remarks, citing as an example the fact that her family was
often refused service at restaurants. A native of Texas, she attended Rice
because it provided an excellent education and, at that time, was free.
Although she was an English major, Clevenger also wanted to be a physician.
A member of the Pre-Med Society, she recalls completing the necessary science
requirements without the knowledge of her English advisor. In the 1950s there
were very few minority students on campus. Clevenger remembers that nothing
was ever said, but she felt some subtle discrimination: "I had to deny that I was
different. A lot of my work since then has been to stand up for people who do not
happen to be white middle class."
Clevenger attended Southwestern Medical School, now the University of Texas Health Science Center in Dallas, under the sponsorship of her mother's
Navaho tribe. She has more than paid off the debt in the intervening years with
her work on behalf of Indian causes. She is a fellow with the American Psychiatric Association and heads its Committee on American Indian Health Care. In
addition to her private practice treating adolescents at Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas, she donates time to a local center for American Indians.
She has two children, a daughter 18 and a son 13, who hopes to attend Rice
himself one day.
Activities of the Association of American Indian Physicians include a yearly
meeting for a two-day series of scientific papers. Last year environmental hazards such as uranium mining near Indian reservations were discussed; the topic
for 1983 is "American Indian Youth." The association also publishes a newsletter
and recruits American Indian medical students, supporting them with financial
and remedial help and working with medical school faculty to find solutions to students' problems. Clevenger comments that the dropout rate among American
Indian medical students is high, a fact the association wants to change.
Racial problems have been helped by public awareness of them, according to
Clevenger, an awareness that more often comes after long hours of work behind
the scenes than as a result of glamorous publicity. But for Johanna Clevenger,
success in advancing the American Indian cause is its own reward: "It's a continuing problem, but people of color have made progress," she concludes.
—Joan Hope

Kareen Arnold Rosenberg
received an MS from Rutgers University at the May 26 commencement exercises. Donald R. Kirks, MD, was recently
promoted to professor of radiology and pediatrics at the Duke University Medical Center,
where he has been since 1978. Kirk's new
textbook, Practical Pediatric Imaging: Diagnostic Radiology of Infants and Children, is
due to be published early in 1983 by Little,
Brown and Company. Kirks is married to the
former Jan McNatt '65.
Alvin H.Lane,Sr., senior vice-president for finance and secretary of
the Dr. Pepper Company,
has been elected to the
Board of Trustees of the
Baylor College of Dentistry. He is also on the
board of directors and a member of several
financial institutions in his native Dallas. Judy
Foster Edquist was named dean for women's programs and housing at Baylor University effective last September 1.

65

William T.. Free writes that
since renewing a few old acquaintances in person at our fifteenth reunion, I've
managed to be promoted to commander in the
U.S. Navy Reserve, be in the first class to
receive the new chartered financial consultant
designation, begin work on a master's
degree, chair two successful fund drives at
my church, watch (and help) our three kids
grow up, and finish off a goal of visiting all of
the 'lower 48' states — thanks to a very
busy travel schedule for my employer!"
Doug Harvey attended Homecoming in
October. Doug is presently a project coordinator with Brownstone Development in
Houston. He has also been involved with the
amenities committee of the Houston Festival
since 1978. G. Frederick Wooten has been
named Mary Anderson Harrison Professor of
Neurology at the University of Virginia as of
the 1982-83 school year. Prior to the appointment, he taught at the Washington University
School of Medicine. Dorothy Farrington
Caram completed her EdD at the University
of Houston last year, with a dissertation titled
An Analysis of Factors Associated with Job
Dissatisfaction and Quitting Behavior Among
Urban Public School Teachers. She is now
president of the Institute of Hispanic Culture of Houston. Alan C.
Shapiro writes that he
married in January 1981
and now has a new son.
"My book, Multinational Financial Management, was published in
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February 1982 and is now the leading textbook in its area, used in most of the top MBA
programs in the U.S.," he adds. Alan is an
associate professor of finance at the University of Southern California. Last year he was a
visiting professor at the University of British Columbia and "enjoyed Vancouver very
much."

67

Among classmates at the fifteenth
reunion at Homecoming were:
Jeffry Corbin, president of Jeffry Corbin
Design, Inc., of Traverse City, Michigan.
who started his own firm and brought it to
national recognition in only six years; Earl
Thomas Smith, president of Research
Associates, Inc., of Houston; Ron Fridlind,
owner of Architectural Projects of Tucson;
Robert Stem, president of Stem Associates,
Inc., of Houston; Nancy Robinson Lomax
and husband Jim Lomax, MD, of Bellaire,
Texas — Nancy has served on the Bellaire
City Council and is a member of Rice's alumni
board, while Jim is director of the psychiatry
residency program at the Baylor College of
Medicine; John Sustek, a supervisor with
Texaco in Houston and the owner of several
U.S. patents; Michael Wood, founder and
senior partner in the Houston firm Wood,
Campbell, Moody & Gibbs, which currently
holds the highest national rating and includes
30 attorneys; Larry Doolen, a manufacturing superintendent with DuPont in Beaumont;
Joe Williams, a systems analyst for the
Gray Tool Company of Houston; Tish
Zumwalt Taitte, an attorney with Mobil in
Houston; Jim Boockholdt, an assistant professor at the University of Houston;
Antoinette Boecker,acting chairman of the
Department of English at Texas Southern
University in Houston; and Elizabeth Miller Oakes, president of the Oakes Company
of Houston. R. Doss Mabe was named a
vice-president of CRS, Inc., a Houston-based
international architecture, planning, interiors,
and engineering firm. He is a senior design
architect for CRS, which he joined in 1980.
His projects so far have included the CarverHawkeye Sports Arena at the University of
Iowa, the Consolidated Diesel Engine Plant in
Rocky Mount, North Carolina, the Bank of
Georgia Headquarters Building in Atlanta, and
an office complex for Bell Laboratories in
Napierville, Illinois. Ken Kennedy, who
teaches computer science at Rice, was featured on the cover of Houston's Inner View
tabloid in November. The article discusses
the "computer revolution" and a $2 million
grant Kennedy and his department will use to
probe further computer applications.
Alton Z. Parks has joined the
Houston architectural firm Sanders
& Sanders Associates,
Inc., as a partner and principal in charge of architectural design. Most recently president of his own
architecture practice, Parks
taught at Rice from 1971
to 1979. Rena Schwarze Wells(MA)is a
technical information librarian with the Jacobs
Engineering Group, Inc., in Houston. In her
spare time she has translated several technical papers and a math book into English and is
an outings leader with the Sierra Club. Carolyn Heafer Woodruff accompanied husband
James Wooten '67 to his class reunion. The
Woodruffs live in Houston. In addition to her
two children, Carolyn says one of her greatest
accomplishments is the fact that she can still
fit into her Rice cheerleader uniform.

68

69

Joy Hodge Kennedy accompanied
husband Bill Kennedy '67 to his
class reunion at Homecoming. The Kennedys
live in Arlington Heights, Illinois, where Joy is
head of reference at the Arlington Heights
Memorial Library. David Leslie Roberts
has moved from Texas to Brooklyn, New
York. T. Jay Collins has
been appointed vice-president for finance and
administration of Sonat
Marine, Inc., as ofJanuary 1. He has been with
the company since 1972.
Sydney W. Falk became a member of the
Texas Law Review last fall.

Heightened Awareness
He says it is only a coincidence that his present job with IBM involves programming for the ground base computer for NASA's space shuttle. But Pete
Gibson '81 has been working with space equipment for years. Although he is
totally blind, the technology spawned by the space race allows Pete to "see."
Before the space age, those handicapped by the loss of sight relied on
Braille, white canes, seeing-eye dogs, and their four other senses. More
sophisticated equipment allowing them to read printed matter began to be
developed, but it was bulky and not portable. In the 1960s, according to Pete,
a reading machine occupied an entire table. By 1971, however, as a result of
space age miniaturization, the portable Optacan hit the market. Pete explains
that the device the size of a cassette tape recorder consists of a camera that is
moved across the text and small metal rods that form the letters against the
index finger.
Pete used the Optacan during his five years at Rice. He says, "the process
is slow, but allows me to read any printed material" at an average speed of 70
to 80 words per minute. He now uses the Optacan to read the CRT screen at
his programming job with IBM.
Pete used another device to maneuver around campus: a pair of Sonic Guide
glasses. As the name implies, the "glasses" operate on the sonar principle.
Set in eyeglass frames, the mechanism bounces sound waves off objects at eye
level. Pete monitors his Sonic Guide with an earplug: the fainter the beep, the
closer the obstruction. Coupled with a cane, the glasses gave Pete the freedom to negotiate cross-campus treks and more.
In 1981 Pete received a Scholastic Achievement Award from the Recording
for the Blind. One of three national winners of the award for outstanding graduates, the managerial studies major and his family were flown to Washington,
D.C., where President Reagan presented him with a plaque and a check for
$1000 from sponsor IBM. IBM then flew Pete to New York City for a reception given by the RFB staff at the Yale Club.
While at Rice, Pete lived in Sid Richardson College and was known for his
knowledge of sports trivia. He once submitted to an after-dinner grilling called
the Stump Pete Gibson Quiz. If Pete failed to answer correctly any pro football
question posed by Sid Rich members, the person asking won a case of beer.
No beer was won that night.
Pete now rents an apartment in Nassau Bay near Houston, riding to work
in the neighborhood carpool. A bachelor, he enjoys living alone; with a little
help from modern technology, Pete Gibson has grown accustomed to his
independence.
—Marjorie Foelker

70

After working with Southwestern
Bell in Houston since graduation,
Charlie Johnson was transferred in
November to St. Louis, where he is district
staff manager for network planning. Prior to
the move, Charlie was serving as president of
the Rice Engineering Alumni. Richard N.
Smith has been granted tenure at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, where he is an associate professor of mechanical engineering.
Richard's research at RPI centers on heat
transfer, thermodynamics, and energy conversion. John Ensey has received his MBA
from UCLA and works for CBS as the manager of financial planning for their TV and film
studio. The studio lot dates back to the 1920s,
John says, and has been the scene of many
shows and movies, from the Keystone Kops
and "Gunsmoke," through "My Three

Sons" and "Gilligan's Island," to current
series like "Hill Street Blues."

71

Elaine Jensen Brown writes that
after graduation from law school in
1981 she spent a year clerking for one of the
justices on the Iowa Supreme Court. She now
clerks for the chiefjudge of the federal district
court in Des Moines, with most of her efforts
concentrating on criminal law, civil rights, and
prisoner habeas corpus cases. Lenore
Amante Nussbaum is a radiologist at the
VA Hospital in Houston.

72

These classmates sent us information in connection with the reunion
at Homecoming: Steve Altobelli and his
wife, the former Kathleen Kimler '71,

have moved to Albuquerque with their two
children. I. Jay Aarons is a CPA with Diversified Management in Austin. John Benzon
is a manager at Coopers 8r Lybrand in Houston, a position he achieved in only four years;
recent activities include serving as a committee chairman for the Neartown Association in
1982 and as director of the National Association of Accountants for 1982-83. Roy Binz is
a systems programmer for NB! in Louisville,
Colorado. Rebecca Bonar is a voice talent
and writer for Dickorkin Creative Services in
Studio City, California. Linda Johnson
Brslik is a geologist for Sohio Petroleum.
She has two daughters and has been involved
in civic work for the Girl Scouts. George
Collins is a tenured associate professor at
the University of Houston/Clear Lake City.
Michele George Gangnes is an attorney in
Seattle. Thomas Jay Janson has a dental
practice in Houston and is proud of having
"survived six years solo dental practice in the
black." Peter Jernigan is a physician at the
Coon Rapids Clinic in Minneapolis. Melissa
Crowfoot Keane works for Phoenix Magazine and lives in Tempe, Arizona. Charles
Maynard, Jr., is an attorney in Houston.
Melinda Caldwell McGehee is the office
manager and bookkeeper for her husband, a
doctor, and is the mother of two children.
Susan Neidert Meers works in customer
support for ChemShare Corporation of Houston. Steve Mintz is a surgeon in Salt Lake
City and reassures friends that to his surprise, he "finished surgical training without
losing my mind." Margaret Morey is an attorney in Dallas. Leigh Whitton Murray
is an assistant professor of anthropology at
North Dakota State University. Larry
Nussbaum is a psychiatrist at Baylor Medical
School and Texas Children's Hospital in Houston. He is expecting his second child in April.
Shelley Marshall Payne is an assistant
professor of biology at UT-Austin. Thomas
Phillips works with N.L. Baroid in Houston.
He is also vice-president and treasurer of the
Mayde Creek Community Association and on
the board of review for Park Ten MUD. Gary
Rachlin is an attorney and partner with
Sewell and Riggs in Houston. Elise Ragland
serves as vice-president and secretary/treasurer for Adventure Sports, Inc., in Austin.
She has also taught scuba diving for nine years
and is on the board of directors of MetroMinistries of Austin. Marsha Meffert
Rodgers lives in Richardson, Texas, and is
the mother of one child. David Rosenfield is
a tenured professor of math science at SMU.
He is the recipient of four NIMH research
grants and has published 22 professional articles and book chapters. Anne Schmitt is an
oral and maxillofacial surgeon in Houston.
Don Snyder is a cardiovascular surgeon at
the Baylor College of Medicine. Philip
Patrick Sun serves as executive director for
planning with the Harris County Hospital District. Capt. Michael Scott Jindra writes
that "after almost 17 months in command, I
relinquished the unique Ninth Chemical Company on 22 October, 1982, and am now the
assistant division chemical officer for the
Ninth Infantry Division. We're trying to automate many of the functions of our office to
make fallout predictions and downwind vapor
hazard calculations more quickly." He lives in
Ft. Lewis, Washington.

73

Dorothy Edwards Moroz and
husband Bob Moroz '75 announce
the birth of twin boys September 25, 1982.
Bob has an architecture practice specializing
in health facilities planning. Dorothy is taking
time off from her architecture profession to be
with the twins. Denise Reineke Fischer
writes that 1982 was a banner year for her and
husband Gary P. Fischer, with the birth of
their first child October 19; completion of
Gary's MBA with honors from UHCLC;
Denise's selection as chairman of the Rice
Women's Club and president-elect of the
League of Women of Baytown; and Gary's
election to the board of the Bay Area Rehabilitation Center. "Gary is still with Exxon's
Olefins Plant and Denise is a reference librarian for Sterling Municipal Library, both in Baytown," she says. Charlotte Talbot Dahm
keeps busy with her two sons and civic activities such as the American Cancer Society and
the County Medical Auxiliary. She lives in
Harlingen. Paul Hlavinka is an attorney and
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partner with Morris and Hlavinka in Houston.
He still sees a lot of the Rice campus, since he
is involved with the Owl Club, the Rebounders Club, the Young Alumni Committee, and
the Friends of Fondren Library. Mike
Schwartz is a senior project engineer for
Sperry Flight Systems in Phoenix.

74

Russ Worley announces the opening of his new office, 0. Russell
Worley, Inc./Architects, in Houston. Phillip
D. Keener has moved from Waukegan, Illinois, to Brockfield, Wisconsin. Thomas M.
Grace writes that since graduation he has
earned an MA in English and an MBA from the
University of Chicago, in 1975 and 1982
respectively. He now works for the First
National Bank of Chicago, where he was
recently promoted to systems officer.
Heather Hardy is on leave from NTSU
teaching in Rice's new Department of Linguistics and Semiotics on a visiting appointment. She says "teaching at Rice is like a
vacation and I'm having a great time." Mary
Lund earned her PhD in clinical psychology
from UCLA in 1981 and is now at the University of Cambridge in England on a two-year
National Institute of Mental Health postdoctoral grant. Jan Lindsay Solomon and
Harold Solomon have a new home in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, and a new daughter born
August 11. "Harold is serving his third term
as president of the Association of Tennis Professionals," Jan writes. "We are both still
active in the World Hunger Project. We would
like to know the whereabouts of Alpha
Morgan Heggie if anyone knows."

75

Thomas M. Jackson writes that
he "continues to slug- through law
school at St. Mary's University in San Antonio. Copies of the school's newspaper article
entitled 'The Law Student as a Slave' may be
obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to him." Judy Rockel Zaunbrecher says,"My husband Richard Zaunbrecher '74 and I had our first child on September 12... .You can run into Rice alumni in
the strangest places. In May 1981 I met Ann
Fannin '77 unexpectedly at the bottom of
the Grand Canyon on Bright Angel Trail."
The Zaunbrechers live in Cincinnati. In a
recent Houston Chronicle article on Houston's Main Street Theatre, Roxanne Klein
Shaw, chairman of the board of MST, was
cited for raising large donations of money and
materials to keep the theatre alive on its new
stage in the Village. Sophia Ortutay Rohr
reports that she has a new son and a new
degree, a master's in allied health education
and administration from the Baylor College of
Medicine in conjunction with the University of
Houston. Sophia is now a clinical instructor at
Houston's UT School of Allied Health Services' medical technology program.
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Kevin Dubose writes that he married in 1981 and bought an old Victorian home in the Houston Heights in 1982.
Kevin is a trial lawyer with Ryan and Marshall,
and spends his spare time teaching legal communications at the UH law school, playing
squash at Rice, drinking beer at Valhalla, and
writing "a series of Kerouackian journals."
Bruce Morgen and Diane Marbach '77
announce the birth of a son who, they say,
"does not have red hair, but we think he is
beautiful anyway!" Nancy Tague writes that
she has "transferred to New Jersey, where
I'm a technical services engineer for Ethyl's
Saytech division. This is a three-year rotational assignment, so I have three winters to
survive! I'm living in East Brunswick, about
an hour south of New York City. I'd love to
hear from any Rice friends who find themselves in the vicinity. I plan to be an expert on
touring the Big Apple!" Kevin L. Phelan
has moved to Irving, Texas, where he works
for the Lone Star Plywood and Door Corporation. Paul Reinhardt is in advance product
planning with Baker Service Tools of Houston. He says his greatest accomplishment at
present is "maintaining my sanity."

77

Mark Dankberg and Cindy
Stanard Dankberg '78 announce
the birth of a daughter August 10. She is their
second child. The Dankbergs live in Oceanside, California. Becky Lambourn Krusen

and her family have moved to Aberdeen,
Scotland, after two years in London with Phillips Petroleum. She is involved in North Sea
oil and gas exploration and production.
Patrick Lee Kennedy is completing an
internal medicine residency in Birmingham,
Alabama, and will move to Dallas with his family July 1 to begin a fellowship in cardiology.
Janice Rubin was pictured in the Dallas-Ft.
Worth Jewish Post in December. A guitarist/
singer who performs at parties, Janice is also a
free-lance photographer specializing in architectural photography. Roger Burton Clegg
received his law degree from Yale in 1981 and
since then has clerked in Washington, D.C.,
for the Court of Appeals and been an attorneyadvisor in the Office of Legal Policy, Department of Justice. As of December 1 he is
special assistant to the U.S. Attorney General, William French Smith. Roger's aunt,
Esther Blau Grace '44, sent in the news.
Jim Prugh writes, "I am very alive and very
well and working on completing my third year
in scenic Scandinavia. Tedious hours of papershuffling have financed my sojourns to
Europe, Israel, Russia, and Tanzania. Drop a
note or drop by if you are near the North Sea
area." The following classmates reported
news in connection with Homecoming
reunion: Walter D. Murphy,Jr., is a project
architect for William T. Cannady & Associates
of Houston. Tim M. Holder is a loan officer
and office manager with Key Commercial
Investments in Midland. After earning an
MBA from UT, Edward Haar lives in Houston and works for Dectak in sales. Lisa Judson is a senior accountant with Arthur
Andersen in Houston. Wendy Wilkinson,
an excellent parachutist, is chief instructor at
the Spaceland Parachute Center. Steve
Hoerster has earned his MD from the UT
med school in Houston and is now a resident
in orthopedics at Hermann Hospital. Fred M.
Cunningham works in financial services for
the Texas Department of Human Resources
in Houston. After receiving her master's in
geology at Rice, Cindy Metcalf works for
Union Oil as an area development geologist.
She lives in Bellaire, Texas. Jan PrestonSmith is a fellow with the Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards. She works with
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
Rockville, Maryland. With a master's in
health care administration from Trinity University, Tom Lewis is regional director of
the Med 21 Corporation. He also has a place
on the board of the Texas Head Injury Foundation and has done work for the Muscular
Dystrophy Love Run in Houston. Michael S.
Parmet is the chief financial officer with
Howse-Jones, Inc., and a partner in Michael
Parmet, CPA, & Associates in Houston. He
has published in the National Accounting
Association Publication on Investment Tax
Credits and, in addition to being a CPA, is a
Certified Management Accountant. Allen
Nunley is a senior engineer with Welex. He
is also involved in church work in Houston.
Thomas D. Glenn is an attorney in Dallas,
where he is involved with the Rice Alumni in
Dallas(RAID). Dan Steiner is a senior associate with AFP, Inc. of Houston.
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David L. White and his wife have
moved from Rockton, Illinois, to
Rochester, New York. Golden Pan graduated from Washington Universiy Medical School
in St. Louis in May and married Susan Chow
'81 in July. He has now begun an internship in
neurosurgery at UCLA Hospital. McCormick
Oil & Gas Company recently announced that
Aron Kirksharian has joined the company
as staff reservoir, engineer. Aron formerly
was a reservoir engineer with Belco Petroleum. Sam Metcalfe is a graduate student at
UT-Austin, where he has already earned an
MS in Petroleum Engineering.

November. An article on Edwards citing his
many academic awards appeared in a December issue of the Beaumont Enterprise. The
article quotes him as saying he wants to be a
"career prosecutor" and that the new job "is
offering me a wealth of experience in the fundamentals of trial techniques and ways of
communicating with the people of the county
to help us abort crime." Charles Burke
Lansdell, Jr., received an award from the
Texas State Board of Public Accountancy for
being one of the ten Texas candidates with the
highest cumulative scores on the Uniform
CPA Examination and passing all parts of the
examination at the initial sitting. He works
with Deloitte Haskins & Sells of Houston. In
November LTJG James W. Robertson,
Jr., was transferred from the Bristol County
to the Lang, a frigate homeported out of Long
Beach, California, and assigned as ship's navigator. Catherine Bracken writes that she
married in 1979, and has now resigned from
her job at M. W. Kellogg in Houston to move
to Austin and attend UT Law School. Mary
Lou Cole Hoerster is a research geologist
at the Exxon Production Research Company
in Houston. She has several professional publications to her credit.

completed six new advanced certification
steps, culminating in the earning of my airline
transport pilot certificate in a Cessna 401 in
Ft. Worth in October, just two and a half
months after I first became eligible." Curt
also studied for a second degree in aviation
management and says he hopes to find a job
flying in Houston or some other large city
before long. Glen T. Matsumoto entered
Stanford's Graduate School of Business in
September. Timothy Haney is a data processing analyst with Shell Oil in Houston.

In Memoriam
George R. Brown '20 of Houston on January 22, 1983. See article on page 12.
Judge Roy Mark Hofheinz '32 of Houston
on November 21, 1982. A former Houston
mayor and creator of the Astrodome complex,
the civic leader began his political career when
he was elected a state representative at age
22. Survivors include son Roy M. Hofheinz,
Jr. '57.
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Anthony Palmer married October
16. He lives in Baton Rouge, where
he works as a project civil engineer with
Brown & Root. Richard Gladstone recently opened an interview personnel service specializing in legal and executive secretaries.
The business is aimed at "Houston's vast
employment needs," Richard says. William
Zuravleff married Rosalie S. Lushbough
'81 in Berkeley, California, July 4. He
received a master's in electrical engineering
from Berkeley in August and works with Stanford Telecommunications, while Rosalie is
working toward a master's in occupational
therapy at San Jose State University. The
Zuravleffs live in Sunnyvale, California. Leon
Dure says he is a "student/slave" at the
Baylor College of Medicine.

W. Milton Cabaniss '17 of Lockhart, Texas, in December, 1981; Edmond H. Hebert
'20 of Timpson, Texas, on November 7,
1982; James P. Boatner '24 of Houston on
November 11, 1982; Norman S. Garst '30
of Houston on April 7, 1982; T. F. Dupont
'31 of Houston on December 27, 1982(survivors include his wife, the former Nannie Mae
Gayle '31, daughter Gayle DupontEvans, and
son Todd Dupont '63); Alfred C. Winterhalter '31 of Tuckerton, New Jersey, in
May, 1982; Robert C. Bearmann '32 of
Kerrville, Texas, in the fall of 1982; Leon
Bresky '43 of Houston in July, 1982 (survivors include daughter Marillyn Bresky Gragg
'63 and sisters Katy Bresky Weiner '35 and
Ruby Bresky Shainock '39); Edgar E. Szafir
'37 of Dallas on September 18, 1980;
Margaret Catherine Austin '37 of HousKevin Lind writes that "I have ton on November 24, 1982; Betty Jane
passed my PhD qualifying exams in Sims Hindman '41 of Houston on January
astronomy at Caltech, so I now need to start 4, 1983 (survivors include husband Bill
working out a thesis, probably in the theory of Hindman '38, daughter Ginger Hindman
radio galaxies and quasars. I have been work- Rogers '64, and son Michael Hindman '76);
Natalie Myers Bunton '42 of Pasadena,
ing with the very long baseline interferometry
group and the theoretical astrophysics group Texas, on September 2, 1982; Edwin W.
Burton '64 of Charlottesville, Virginia;
and, incidentally, teaching third-grade Sunday
school, among other things!" Matthew G. Charles Pierre Latourette'67 of Houston
Dore, David C. Holmes, Kenneth S. on December 21, 1982 (an All-American
member of Rice's 1966 football team, he
Klein, and David Pendarvis all became
members of the Texas Law Review in the fall of played with the St. Louis Cardinals from
1967-71, when he received an MD degree
1982. Victoria Williamson writes, "I've
been playing in Spanish symphonies since from the University of Tennessee and entered
radiology practice. A scholarship fund for
graduation and am now living (happily) in San
scholar athletes has been established in his
Sebastian, and am a member of the Orquesta
name. Survivors include his brother William
Sinfonica de Euskadi.
Curt Haygood says, Latourette '72); Norman Michael Robinson '67 of Houston on October 24, 1982;
"Since May 1981 I've
Mary K. Daniel McClintock '69 of Troy,
been working as a flight
Michigan, on September 13, 1982(survivors
instructor and charter
pilot here in Greenville, include husband John McClintock '69);
Jennifer Joan Adkins '77 of Houston on
Mississippi. I've concurNovember 12, 1982.
rently continued my own flight training and
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CLASSNOTES. Enjoy keeping up with your friends and classmates in the Classnotes
section? Why not return the favor — drop us a line and a (preferably black and white) photo at
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251.
0 New Baby?
CI New Job?
I Married?
Cl Run into a Classmate?
CI Take a Trip?
CI Promoted?
0 Other?
CI Back in School?
CI Moved?
Send us details:
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Clifford S. Shapiro of the Columbia University Law School class of
'82, and Michael S. Goldberg and Susan
E. Roehm, both '82 graduates of the University of Texas Law School, have joined Baker
& Botts of Houston as associates. Michael
E. Novelli has moved from Houston to Dallas and says he is eager to become involved
with RAID. Michael Edwards was added to
the Jefferson County district attorney in
Beaumont's misdemeanor trial division in

Class

Name
Address(

New?)

What's Happening
to Our Families?
Historical and Sociological Perspectives
SPRING ALUMNI INSTITUTE
What is happening to American families in the 1980s? Two Rice historians and three sociologists will attempt to answer the question in the spring 1983 Alumni Institute lecture series.
Topics and speakers include:
The Transformation of the American Family: Origins of the Contemporary Crisis, Allen
Matusow, dean of humanities(February 8)
American Families in Transition: Challenges and Opportunities in a Revolutionary Time,
Stephen Klineberg of sociology(February 15)
What About the Kids? Children in the New Age,Elizabeth Long of sociology(February 22)
Is There Only One Viable Family Form? Varieties of Adaptation in Third-World Families,
Patricia Seed of history(March 1)
Can Nostalgia Save the Family? Anguish and Protest in the "Pro-Family" Movement,
William Martin of sociology(March 8)
What Are We Changing Into? The Transformations of Adulthood, Stephen Klineberg of
sociology(March 15)
Cost for the six-lecture series is S27.50, $5 for individual tickets at the door. For a brochure with further details,
or to
register, return the form below.
REGISTRATION FORM
Mail with your check to:
Association of Rice Alumni
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77251
Tickets will be held at the door. Please pick up your tickets at least ten minutes prior to the
first
lecture. All presentations will begin promptly at 7:30 P.M.
Please register me (us) for the spring lecture series. Enclosed is my check for S
Number offending
UJ

Prepayment registration fee(per person) is $27.50.
Admission to individual lectures is $5.00 at the door.
Tuesdays, February 8-March 15
7:30 Pm in Sewall Hall 301 (ground floor), coffee and lemonade served at 7:00 PM
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